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Abstract
Industrial automation is crucial for the
growth of potential of any industry as well
as its employees.In this thesis, the focus is
on understanding the benefits and poten-
tial of industrial automation technologies
and to propose an automated solution for
a given problematic process in one spe-
cific industry. To achieve this, the author
studied the concepts of industrial automa-
tion and its technologies, then used them
to design and propose an automated so-
lution and then simulated its feasibility
in real-time application. The result is the
final proposed design of the complete au-
tomated system which can be given to
any automation technology company to
implement in real-life application. . .

Keywords: automation, cobots, linear
unit, gripper, design, degreasing, wiping,
wipes, industry, simulation, application,
technology, process, machine

Supervisor: Ing. Pavel Trnka, Ph.D.
U12110.3

Abstrakt
Průmyslová automatizace je klíčová pro
růst potenciálu každého odvětví i jeho za-
městnanců. V této práci je kladen důraz
na pochopení výhod a potenciálu techno-
logií průmyslové automatizace a na návrh
automatizovaného řešení pro daný pro-
blematický proces v jednom konkrétním
odvětví. K dosažení tohoto cíle autor stu-
doval koncepty průmyslové automatizace
a jejích technologií, poté je použil k ná-
vrhu a návrhu automatizovaného řešení
a následně simuloval jeho proveditelnost
v aplikaci v reálném čase. Výsledkem je
konečný navržený návrh kompletního au-
tomatizovaného systému, který může být
poskytnut jakékoli společnosti v oblasti
automatizační techniky k implementaci
do reálné aplikace. . .

Klíčová slova: automatizace, koboty,
lineární jednotka, chapadlo, design,
odmašťování, stírání, utěrky, průmysl,
simulace, aplikace, technologie, proces,
stroj

Překlad názvu: Automatická aplikace
odmašťování rámů oken automobilu
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void Cely_program(){

// *** WARNING: Invalid license or undefined post processor to generate code for Car_move***
// *** The following program will not work on the Car_move controller ***
// *** For more information:  http://www.robodk.com/help.php#PostProcessor  ***

// Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for Car_move on 16/12/2021 11:53:51
// Using nominal kinematics.
DO(10) = 0;
MoveJ(Pose(-0.000000, 20.000000, -0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -90.000000));
8-osa
7-osa
DI(10) = 1;
MoveJ(Pose(0.000000, -1900.000000, 200.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -90.000000));
MoveJ(Pose(-0.000000, 1000.000000, 200.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -90.000000));
return;
}



void 8osa(){

// *** WARNING: Invalid license or undefined post processor to generate code for 8-osa***
// *** The following program will not work on the 8-osa controller ***
// *** For more information:  http://www.robodk.com/help.php#PostProcessor  ***

// Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for 8-osa on 16/12/2021 12:02:23
// Using nominal kinematics.
Set_ToolFrame(Pose(350.000000, 60.000000, 130.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000));
MoveJ(Pose(4350.000000, 60.000000, 130.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -0.000000));
DO(10) = 1;
MoveJ(Joints(2950.000000));
7-od = 1;
7-od = 0;
MoveJ(Pose(4350.000000, 60.000000, 130.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -0.000000));
return;
}



void 7osa(){

// *** WARNING: Invalid license or undefined post processor to generate code for 7-osa***
// *** The following program will not work on the 7-osa controller ***
// *** For more information:  http://www.robodk.com/help.php#PostProcessor  ***

// Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for 7-osa on 16/12/2021 12:02:23
// Using nominal kinematics.
Set_ToolFrame(Pose(2450.000000, 50.000000, 10.000000, 180.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000));
MoveJ(Pose(2191.000000, 50.000000, 10.000000, 180.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000));
HCR-5_1-Done = 0;
HCR-5_2-Done = 0;
HCR-5_1
HCR-5_2
HCR-5_1-Done = 1;
HCR-5_2-Done = 1;
MoveJ(Pose(450.000000, 50.000000, 10.000000, 180.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000));
7-od = 1;
return;
}



// -----------------------
// Program HCR5_1
function HCR5_1(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for HCR-5_1 on 16/12/2021 12:02:23');
    console.log('Message: ', 'Using nominal kinematics.');
    setToolCenterPoint({x: 0.000, y: 0.000, z: 153.000, rx: -0.000, ry: 0.000, rz: -0.000});
    // setPayload(0.5, {x:0, y:0, z:150}); // sample 0.5kg, CoG is (0,0,150)
    setGeneralDigitalOutput(HCR-5_1-Fold1m1, 0);
    Path1()
    Path2()
    Path3()
    Path4()
    moveJoint([118.479000, 9.050780, -133.430000, 51.824700, 97.819400, -207.066000], 500.0, 800.0);
    setGeneralDigitalOutput(HCR-5_1-Fold1m1, 1);
    moveJoint([0.000000, 0.000000, -150.000000, 70.000000, 90.000000, -0.000000], 500.0, 800.0);
    setGeneralDigitalOutput(HCR-5_1-Done, 1);
}
// End of program HCR5_1


// -----------------------
// Program Path1
function Path1(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe1');
    moveJoint([8.421960, 11.536400, -139.889000, 42.503000, 71.674000, -99.298700], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -336.000, y: -328.750, z: 636.140, rx: 18.734, ry: -1.255, rz: -180.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -180.335, y: -333.530, z: 638.120, rx: 18.752, ry: -1.256, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -25.403, y: -348.280, z: 644.220, rx: 18.668, ry: -3.871, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -20.629, y: -350.580, z: 643.930, rx: 18.544, ry: -5.265, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -15.883, y: -352.870, z: 643.640, rx: 18.488, ry: -5.346, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -13.904, y: -353.140, z: 643.760, rx: 18.466, ry: -5.405, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path1


// -----------------------
// Program Path2
function Path2(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe1');
    moveJoint([63.061000, -21.866300, -137.839000, 88.887500, 87.289900, -161.374000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 29.650, y: -363.120, z: 645.120, rx: 18.411, ry: -6.116, rz: -164.475}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 32.556, y: -362.450, z: 645.670, rx: 18.425, ry: -6.168, rz: -164.535}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 32.896, y: -361.350, z: 646.070, rx: 18.468, ry: -6.248, rz: 174.053}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 97.349, y: -370.200, z: 651.300, rx: 18.495, ry: -6.893, rz: 177.397}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 111.941, y: -371.200, z: 653.010, rx: 18.473, ry: -7.591, rz: -171.868}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 144.859, y: -366.470, z: 659.510, rx: 18.683, ry: -8.084, rz: 160.059}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 156.977, y: -371.260, z: 659.770, rx: 18.692, ry: -8.599, rz: 160.059}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path2


// -----------------------
// Program Path3
function Path3(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe1');
    moveJoint([98.847100, -13.073800, -130.023000, 70.812100, 101.914000, -188.533000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 203.018, y: -322.080, z: 684.520, rx: 19.398, ry: -8.992, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 214.432, y: -302.760, z: 693.750, rx: 20.077, ry: -9.581, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 214.416, y: -302.840, z: 693.820, rx: 21.728, ry: -10.140, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 250.879, y: -192.050, z: 745.050, rx: 21.639, ry: -10.429, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 276.815, y: -74.970, z: 803.490, rx: 24.105, ry: -11.588, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 311.590, y: 116.520, z: 909.900, rx: 26.839, ry: -13.260, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 316.175, y: 173.450, z: 942.710, rx: 28.863, ry: -13.903, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 311.219, y: 225.890, z: 971.120, rx: 29.608, ry: -14.120, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 311.492, y: 229.060, z: 973.030, rx: 29.936, ry: -14.118, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 320.632, y: 253.380, z: 989.910, rx: 30.099, ry: -14.435, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 304.281, y: 265.350, z: 991.980, rx: 30.415, ry: -13.939, rz: -180.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 295.258, y: 316.410, z: 1019.560, rx: 30.415, ry: -13.939, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path3


// -----------------------
// Program Path4
function Path4(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe1');
    moveJoint([214.915000, -30.315700, -52.045700, -37.062700, 106.066000, -342.804000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 256.946, y: 315.550, z: 1008.610, rx: 30.032, ry: -12.967, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 251.059, y: 317.560, z: 1008.180, rx: 30.032, ry: -12.967, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 250.562, y: 317.770, z: 1008.170, rx: 30.032, ry: -12.967, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 250.553, y: 317.780, z: 1008.170, rx: 30.032, ry: -12.967, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 163.596, y: 352.610, z: 1006.990, rx: 30.096, ry: -11.199, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 110.263, y: 381.250, z: 1012.510, rx: 30.542, ry: -9.183, rz: 170.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 22.192, y: 406.880, z: 1011.610, rx: 30.208, ry: -7.585, rz: 170.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -66.815, y: 427.170, z: 1011.180, rx: 29.925, ry: -5.328, rz: 170.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -200.264, y: 446.540, z: 1011.080, rx: 30.260, ry: -2.495, rz: -170.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -336.000, y: 452.890, z: 1010.790, rx: 29.645, ry: 0.349, rz: -150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -336.305, y: 477.620, z: 967.330, rx: 29.645, ry: 0.349, rz: -150.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path4





// -----------------------
// Program HCR5_2
function HCR5_2(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for HCR-5_2 on 16/12/2021 12:02:25');
    console.log('Message: ', 'Using nominal kinematics.');
    setToolCenterPoint({x: 0.000, y: 0.000, z: 153.000, rx: -0.000, ry: 0.000, rz: -0.000});
    // setPayload(0.5, {x:0, y:0, z:150}); // sample 0.5kg, CoG is (0,0,150)
    Path5()
    Path6()
    Path7()
    Path8()
    // wait(getGeneralDigitalInput(0) == 1);
    moveJoint([0.000000, 0.000000, -150.000000, 70.000000, 90.000000, 0.000000], 500.0, 800.0);
    setGeneralDigitalOutput(HCR-5_2-Done, 1);
}
// End of program HCR5_2


// -----------------------
// Program Path5
function Path5(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe2');
    moveJoint([-131.665000, -32.211200, -25.978200, -53.915200, 110.770000, 38.039500], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 334.000, y: 452.850, z: 1010.850, rx: 29.922, ry: 1.777, rz: -180.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 198.602, y: 446.610, z: 1011.020, rx: 30.002, ry: 4.618, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 65.146, y: 427.210, z: 1011.210, rx: 30.070, ry: 7.965, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -99.788, y: 385.250, z: 1012.320, rx: 30.321, ry: 11.078, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -192.700, y: 352.720, z: 1013.480, rx: 30.305, ry: 12.257, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -284.367, y: 313.150, z: 1014.490, rx: 30.415, ry: 13.939, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path5


// -----------------------
// Program Path6
function Path6(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe2');
    moveJoint([-67.833500, -30.794900, -47.509500, -44.757100, 92.931700, -19.076900], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -306.250, y: 265.300, z: 992.090, rx: 30.104, ry: 14.651, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -316.004, y: 263.190, z: 993.720, rx: 30.104, ry: 14.651, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -322.622, y: 253.360, z: 989.940, rx: 30.104, ry: 14.651, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -322.628, y: 253.390, z: 989.930, rx: 29.770, ry: 14.509, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -313.481, y: 229.060, z: 973.080, rx: 29.435, ry: 14.368, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -313.215, y: 225.900, z: 971.150, rx: 29.103, ry: 14.225, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -318.174, y: 173.460, z: 942.720, rx: 28.437, ry: 13.939, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -313.609, y: 116.570, z: 909.830, rx: 26.586, ry: 12.772, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -278.830, y: -74.930, z: 803.430, rx: 23.760, ry: 11.174, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -252.873, y: -192.080, z: 745.070, rx: 22.446, ry: 10.602, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -216.422, y: -302.760, z: 693.810, rx: 19.604, ry: 9.920, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -216.427, y: -302.740, z: 693.790, rx: 19.282, ry: 9.766, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -205.001, y: -322.100, z: 684.630, rx: 18.960, ry: 9.612, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -169.547, y: -351.000, z: 668.360, rx: 18.530, ry: 8.856, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path6


// -----------------------
// Program Path7
function Path7(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe2');
    moveJoint([23.178600, -6.331630, -137.968000, 53.540600, 68.885100, -111.538000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -151.924, y: -362.800, z: 661.440, rx: 19.069, ry: 8.029, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -111.838, y: -366.480, z: 654.210, rx: 18.939, ry: 7.612, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -100.025, y: -365.470, z: 652.900, rx: 18.872, ry: 6.931, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -36.441, y: -356.730, z: 647.770, rx: 18.586, ry: 6.216, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -30.580, y: -358.070, z: 646.650, rx: 18.562, ry: 6.130, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -27.658, y: -358.740, z: 646.060, rx: 18.733, ry: 6.154, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -25.684, y: -358.450, z: 645.940, rx: 18.733, ry: 6.154, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path7


// -----------------------
// Program Path8
function Path8(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe2');
    moveJoint([45.872500, -26.320000, -142.808000, 89.144000, 72.910500, -136.467000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 13.883, y: -352.840, z: 643.560, rx: 19.001, ry: 5.589, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 18.629, y: -350.550, z: 643.850, rx: 19.043, ry: 5.500, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 23.403, y: -348.260, z: 644.170, rx: 18.941, ry: 3.892, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 178.335, y: -333.530, z: 638.090, rx: 18.903, ry: 1.260, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 334.000, y: -328.730, z: 636.090, rx: 19.028, ry: 1.263, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 332.898, y: -312.430, z: 588.840, rx: 19.028, ry: 1.263, rz: 180.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path8
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to propose a solution for automating a given process
in the Assembly line at TMMCZ (Toyota Motor Manufacturing Czech
Republic) in Kolin, Czech Republic. The given process is the degreasing
of the car body flange where windshield glass and back window glass are
installed. Description of components of degreasing process at TMMCZ Kolin:-.TMMCZ: this refers to the car manufacturing plant of Toyota Motors

in the industrial town of Kolin in Czech Republic known as Toyota
Motor Manufacturing Czech Republic comprising of Body shop,
Paint shop, Welding shop and Assembly shop. Two car models - Aygo
X(A-segment) and Yaris (B-segment) are manufactured and assembled
in this plant.[46].Degreasing: this refers to the process of cleaning the car body flange
with cleaning agent (liquid IPA (isopropyl alcohol)) and a cleaning
cloth/wipe. This is a necessary step to prepare body flange surface for
urethane adhesion for the later process of windshield and back window
glass installation as the body flange should be free of dirt, dust, grease, oil
or fingerprints which may come from previous processes in the Assembly
line.[71].Body flange: this refers to the exact area on the front side (referred
to as FR in TMMCZ) and back side (referred to as RR in TMMCZ)
of the car body frame where the windshield and back window glass are
installed later (see figure 1.5. This area of the body is already painted
(in the Paint shop) before entering into the Assembly line.[71]. Liquid IPA: this refers to the liquid isopropyl alcohol (99 percent
IPA concentration) which is used as the cleaning solvent in order to
avoid any damage to the body paint while also reacting with the surface
conditioners in the body paint to prepare the surface for the urethane
adhesion for the installation of the glass in a later process.[71] 99 percent
IPA concentration is preferred over 70 percent concentration as it’s more
effective in removing the really fine impurities from the surface. Many
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1. Introduction .....................................
other automotive manufacturers such as BMW use primer instead of
liquid IPA for the degreasing purpose..Cleaning cloth/wipe: this refers to the cloth piece or industrial wipe
(also, known as cloth gauze in TMMCZ) which is wetted with the liquid
IPA to wipe the surface of the body flange in a contact-based cleaning
to efficiently remove dirt, dust, grease, oil or fingerprints accumulating
on the body flange from the previous processes in the Assembly line.[71]

1.1 Current application of degreasing process at
TMMCZ

The author describes workplace, manual process and problems for current
degreasing:

1.1.1 Workplace of degreasing

Figure 1.1: General layout of the Assembly line for degreasing workplace from
top view.[62]

Figure 1.2: General layout of the Assembly line for degreasing workplace from
side view.[62]
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................... 1.1. Current application of degreasing process at TMMCZ

The Assembly line brings car bodies from an upper ’buffer zone’ (waiting
area) to the lower base floor for degreasing through a tilted path so that the
operators can easily stand straight onto the car body-carriers while cleaning
the body flange (see figure 1.1). This position is right after the position on
the floor where the angled Assembly line becomes parallel to the base floor
(see figures 1.2 and 1.4). The angle of tilt of the line from the base floor here
at this position is 15 degrees (see figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: The tilted Assembly line is at 15 degrees from the base floor.[62]

Just after the workplace of degreasing of body flange (Pitch 2), comes
the workplace of installation of windshield and back window glass
(Pitch 3) (see figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Workplaces for body flange degreasing and glass installation.[62]
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1. Introduction .....................................
1.1.2 Manual degreasing

Figure 1.5: Body flange for front windshield.[57]

Degreasing of car body flange is currently done by 2 human operators after
they climb and stand on the car body carriers’ pillars (see the red circled
area in figure 1.6). They pick up a cloth piece, wet it with liquid IPA from
dispenser and manually wipe the surface of the body flange (see figure 1.5,
wiping path marked red) for the full length on which the windshield and
back window glass will be installed later (see figure 1.7 for visualisation of
the process). This whole degreasing process for front windshield and back
window body flange takes 44 seconds in total.[71]

Figure 1.6: Operator standing on the side pillar of car body carrier ready to
wipe the body flange surface.[57]
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................... 1.1. Current application of degreasing process at TMMCZ

Figure 1.7: Visualisation of the complete degreasing process done manually by
2 human operators using cloth and liquid IPA.[65]

Change of cleaning/degreasing materials

While finding the automation solution, the author, being an engineer in the
Assembly Engineering team of TMMCZ, has also proposed a new wiping
material for this process by replacing the two cleaning agents (liquid IPA and
cleaning cloth/wipe) with one cleaning agent (industrial pre-saturated
IPA wet wipes with 99 percent IPA concentration). This helps in
eliminating one extra step of wetting the cloth/wipe with liquid IPA, while
also reducing material costs, safety risks of liquid alcohol for human operators
and also, saving storage space and overall waste.[65] This doesn’t affect the
previous process time (44s) or any other significant change in the old process.
(see the visualisation of degreasing process with new cleaning material in
figure 1.8)
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Figure 1.8: Visualisation of the complete degreasing process done manually by
2 human operators using wet wipes.[65]

. These two choices for cleaning agents will also be available for the
automated solution (to be proposed in the next chapters) to choose from,
as the automated gripping or picking tool will have to be programmed
as to choose the cloth to wet with liquid IPA or just pick up the wet
wipe to directly do the wiping application.
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................... 1.1. Current application of degreasing process at TMMCZ

1.1.3 Problems arising from current degreasing process

Figure 1.9: Ergonomic problems visualisation.[57]

. Ergonomics: There is a clear issue with the operators’ ergonomics
regarding their bending angle during the wiping of the body flange (see
figure 1.9). The average angle of bending is 40 degrees which is much
higher than the ideal bending angle of 20 degrees (see figure 1.10) as
recommended by Process Design Standards from TMMCZ.

Figure 1.10: Ideal ergonomic bending angle for the operators.[61]

.Risk of Physical Injury: As the operators stand on the side pillars of
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1. Introduction .....................................
the car body carriers in continuous motion in the Assembly line, there is
a huge risk of operators to slip or fall down from the car body carriers.
There have been similar incidents in the past which makes this a serious
concern (see figure 1.9)..Health Risks:..1. Directly working with 99 percent liquid isopropyl alcohol is medically

dangerous for human operators for a long term continuous use, as
the long term contamination from smell and touch while using the
liquid dispenser (see section 1.1.2) can cause irritation in skin and
eyes of the operators working with the liquid alcohol.[6]..2. Also, the ventilation in the workplace isn’t adequate enough due to
this workplace being used for different process in the past which
now changed to degreasing process..Quality of Process: Degreasing process, being manually done, brings

a margin of potential human errors in the application...1. Firstly, there seems to be a potential inconsistency of the amount
of alcohol being dispensed to wet the cloth piece due to rotation of
operators’ shifts, meaning every operator may use different amount
of alcohol to wet the cloth...2. Secondly, the wiping of the surface is potentially bound to human
errors as 2 operators wipe the front windshield body flange, meaning
there may be no consistency in the start and end position of the
wiping on the body flange surface on every car body...3. Third factor is the contact force applied by different operators while
wiping the body flange, it can be different on every car body due
to their physical differences (height, physique).

So, these three potential problems may lead to every car body being
wiped differently with seemingly no consistency in the overall quality of
cleaning/degreasing of the body flange, this can lead to potential issues
in the later process of glass installation (see in section 1.1.2).. Process time: Again, human error can lead to inconsistency in process
time for degreasing of different car bodies deviating from the standard
44 seconds (section 1.1.2)..Need for Special Storage: Due to the inflammable nature of liquid
isopropyl alcohol, there is additional need for a special storage/cabinet
suitable for storing such dangerous inflammable goods..Need for Special Waste Disposal: After being wetted with liquid
IPA alcohol and being used for wiping, the used cloth pieces need to be
disposed of in the same way as other dangerous goods..Residue: Using cloth pieces for wiping can leave some residue on the
car body flange surface.
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........................... 1.2. First thoughts for finding solution

Problems left after changing the cleaning/degreasing materials

As discussed in the subsection 1.1.2, the current cleaning/degreasing materials
(liquid IPA and cloth pieces) will be replaced with pre-saturated IPA wet wipes
(Industrial degreasing wet wipes), so now another review of the problems
with the degreasing application:-

.Risk of Physical Injury still exists as the application process is same
as before..Health Risks are reduced as the pre-saturated IPA wet wipes are less
contaminated and dangerous than liquid IPA alcohol. But the risks as
mentioned before, although a bit reduced, still exist..Quality of Process is mostly affected in the same way as mentioned
before, with the exception of inconsistency of amount of liquid alcohol
being dispensed as the wet wipes have exact same concentration of IPA
alcohol in each wet wipe. But the manual application still brings the
same human errors as before..Process Time is still unchanged..Need for Special Storage is reduced as there is only one clean-
ing/degreasing material instead of two..Need for Special Waste Disposal is reduced as the wet wipes dry
much faster than normal wetted cloth, thus, can be disposed of as a
normal dry wipe..Residue is completely solved as the industrial wet wipes are completely
lint-free or residue-free.

1.2 First thoughts for finding solution

After understanding the crux of the problems brought forward in the sub-
sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.3, two major issues come out - operators’ safety risks
and overall quality of cleaning/degreasing. Based on this observation, the
author has proposed to find an automated solution for this application, so as
to move the operators away from this process to other less risky processes
instead and also, to maintain a consistency in the quality of work along with
many other benefits which will be studied in the subsection 3.1.1. The author
will study different automated solutions and propose the optimum solution
to design and simulate, leading to the objective of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Objective of the Thesis

After understanding the current situation with the workplace and current
process application in the previous chapter 1, the author aims to make a
proposal of an automated solution for the given process of car body flange
degreasing at TMMCZ Kolin which can later be given to the automation
technology partner/supplier of TMMCZ for possible real-time implementation.

The objective to propose such a solution, thus, will be divided into four parts:..1. Study of the concepts of automation and industrial automation
technologies:. Understanding the concepts and need of automation and how it

leads to industrial automation.. Understanding the concepts of Industry 4.0 and its components to
apply that to integrate the given process with automation.. Understanding the industrial automation technologies available in
the market...2. Comparison of different automated solutions to find the optimal

solution to continue with:. Trying different automated solutions using the technologies avail-
able.. Comparing the different solutions based on factors necessary for
possible real-time integration into the TMMCZ factory.. Choosing the optimal solution...3. Design of the chosen automation solution:.Designing the complete configuration of the chosen automation
technologies with the car model and car body carrier.. Designing the possible gripper prototype.. Describing the complete automated degreasing process.
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2. Objective of the Thesis ..................................4. Simulation of the solution and programming:. Simulation of the complete designed configuration of the chosen
automation technologies and car model using RoboDK software.. using RoboDK to generate programs for the automation solution.
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Chapter 3

Overview of concepts

Automation is the development and application of technologies that allow
goods and services to be produced and delivered with little or no human
interaction. Many tasks that were previously performed by humans are
now more efficient, reliable, and/or quick thanks to the use of automation
technologies, techniques, and processes.[52]

Manufacturing, transportation, utilities, defense, facilities, operations, and,
more recently, information technology are all using automation.[52]

Why Automation? Automation is usually used to reduce labor costs or to
replace humans in most menial or repetitive tasks. Automation can be found
in almost all industries and niches, but it is most prominent in manufacturing,
utilities, transportation, and security.[52]

Most industrial firms, for example, use robotic assembly lines as part of their
automated processes. Human involvement is only necessary to define and
manage operations; the assembly of the various components is left to the ma-
chines, which convert raw materials into completed things automatically.[52]
From installation, integration, and maintenance to design, procurement, and
administration, automation touches every aspect of industry. These sectors’
marketing and sales functions are also impacted by automation.[53]

Robotics and expert systems, telemetry and communications, electro-optics,
Cybersecurity, process measurement and control, sensors, wireless applications,
systems integration, test measurement, and many more technologies are all
part of automation.[53]

3.1 Industrial Automation

Industrial automation is a core aspect of the industry in the world today. It
is what makes today’s manufacturing capabilities so advanced with higher
efficiency, speed, precision, and accuracy while also significantly reducing the
usual industrial human repetitive tasks and safety risks.
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3. Overview of concepts .................................
Manufacturing companies urgently require production systems with the flexi-
bility to enable dynamic product diversity as well as reconfigurability to create
new products economically. A new collaborative automation paradigm is de-
veloping in answer to this need, which is defined by decentralized distributed
automation systems made up of intelligent re-configurable mechatronics
modules.[59]

Industrial automation is the use of various control devices, such as PCs,
PLCs, and DCS, to automate various operations in an industry without
requiring considerable human intervention and to deliver automatic control
performance. Control techniques in industries employ a set of technologies
that are deployed to achieve the intended performance or output, making the
automation system significant for industries.[29]

Industrial automation requires the use of advanced control strategies such as
cascade controls, modern control hardware devices such as PLCs, sensors and
other instruments for sensing control variables, signal conditioning equipment
to connect the signals to the control devices, drives and other significant
final control devices, standalone computing systems, communication systems,
alarming, and HMI (Human Machine Interface) systems.[29]

3.1.1 Need for Industrial Automation

.To reduce the need for periodic or manual checking: In some
critical applications, it is necessary to perform industrial operations on
a regular basis by checking the process variable. Automation equip-
ment reduces the number of periodic or manual operations and creates
automatic working conditions.[29].To increase the Productivity: Manufacturing and other production
processes when automated leads to increase the production rates by
producing more output for a given labor input.[29].To reduce the Production Cost: With the use of automated ma-
chines and equipment, human intervention in process control is reduced
significantly. This reduces the investment in labor costs and, as a result,
the production cost.[29].To improve product Quality: Continuously performing the same
task may not be perfect in all cases in terms of quality specifications
with using human efforts. By utilizing real-time hardware control de-
vices, automation equipment can provide consistent and reliable product
quality.[29].To increase the Process Flexibility: Using automation equipment,
various processes are handled simply and without creating a complex en-
vironment, which is especially important in manufacturing processes.[29]
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.................................3.1. Industrial Automation

.To make the process more Operator-Friendly and to improve
the Safety Risks: The complexity of operating the equipment or
processes is reduced by industrial automation. It elevates the operator’s
position from that of operator to that of supervisor.[29]

3.1.2 Types of Industrial Automation

Based on the flexibility and level of integration in manufacturing processes,
automation systems are classified into four basic types:..1. Fixed Automation: The equipment configuration determines the

sequence of operations to be performed. It is used in high-volume pro-
duction with specialized equipment. Automated assembly lines, distilled
processes, and machine transfer lines are examples of this automation
system.[29]

Figure 3.1: Fixed Automation.[29]..2. Programmable Automation: The sequence of operations can be
changed by changing the program. The order of operations varies de-
pending on the product configuration. New programs can also be entered
into programmable devices for new products. This type of system is
used in batch processes, steel rolling mills, industrial robots, and other
similar applications.[29]

Figure 3.2: Programmable Automation.[29]
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3. Overview of concepts ...................................3. Flexible Automation: It is a programmable automation extension.
This provides more flexibility in dealing with product design variations.
If operators want to change the sequence of the process, they can give
commands in the form of codes in the computer program. Lower level
equipment is given instructions to operate in the field without wasting
production time. This type of automation is used in the production of
multipurpose CNC machines, automatic guided vehicles, etc.[29]

Figure 3.3: Flexible Automation.[29]..4. Integrated Automation: The entire system is fully automated and
controlled by a computer. The entire system is completely automated,
from the design process to the dispatching. The robots even handle the
equipment. This system is employed in computer-integrated manufac-
turing systems.[29] One example is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: An example showing integrated automation of the manual control of
water temperature using PID controller and electronic temperature measurement
device.[26]
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.................................3.1. Industrial Automation

3.1.3 Automation Equipments

Figure 3.5: Equipments of Automated Industry.[29]

. Sensors and Actuators: A sensor detects and converts various process
variables into electrical or optical signals. Temperature, pressure, velocity,
and flow are examples of these sensors. To gain control over processes,
actuators convert electrical signals to mechanical means. Relays, magnets,
servomotors, etc. fall into this category. Some sensors and actuators
can communicate with industrial field communication buses, which fall
under the category of smart devices.[29]. Industrial Controllers: Programmable logic controllers (PLCs), also
known as industrial controllers, can be programmed to perform specific
control functions. It is made up of a CPU or processor, I/O modules
(both analog and digital), and relay modules that connect the various
input/output devices. These can be modular, which is a fixed type, or
integrated, which allows modules to be extended based on the inputs
available. In addition to PLCs, conventional PCs are used to control the
process online or by changing the programs. PLCs include dedicated
software for programming the control strategy.[29].HMI (Human Machine Interface): HMIs include features such as
displaying information on computer screens and other displays, logging
results in a database, and sending out alarm signals. It makes use of
visual-based technologies such as SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition).[29].Communication System: Many sensors, actuators, controlling PCs,
and other control devices are geographically distributed in industries
and communicate with each other via multiple data buses. Factory
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3. Overview of concepts .................................
buses, Process buses, and Field buses are the three types of buses
used in industrial automation. The field bus communicates with field
instruments and control devices, while the process bus links supervisory
level computers to control devices such as PLCs. The factory bus
connects the organization’s higher levels to the supervisory level. RS-485,
ProfiBus, CAN control ModBus, etc. are used for communication.[29]

3.2 Industry 4.0 - the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Due to increased inter-connectivity and smart automation, the Fourth In-
dustrial Revolution, also known as Industry 4.0 or 4IR, envisions substantial
change in technology, industries, and societal patterns and processes in the
21st century.

The world’s industrialized countries are currently proceeding through the
fourth stage of industrialization, known as Industry 4.0. It was followed by
the third stage of the industrial revolution, which began in the early 1970s
and was based on automation enabled by information technologies.[72]

Quick overview of the four industrial Revolutions:-

Figure 3.6: Industry 1.0 to 4.0.[17]..1. First Industrial Revolution: led to the invention of steam machines
to enable usage of water and steam power which would then result in the
industrial transformation of the society with the development of trains
and mechanisation of manufacturing.[17]..2. Second Industrial Revolution: led to the usage of electricity to
enable new manufacturing inventions such as the assembly line which
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...................... 3.2. Industry 4.0 - the Fourth Industrial Revolution

then led to the development of mass production and to some extent, of
automation as well.[17]..3. Third Industrial Revolution: the period of the rise of computers,
computer networks (WAN, LAN, MAN,..), the rise of robotics in man-
ufacturing, connectivity and the birth of Internet, changing the way
information is handled and shared, thus, leading to further automa-
tion with the new electronic versions of many processes and physical
environments.[17]..4. Fourth Industrial Revolution: moving from the Internet and client-
server model to ubiquitous mobility, the bridging of digital and physical
environments, the convergence of IT (Information Technology) and
OT (Operational Technology), along with the advancement brought
by advanced robotics and AI/cognitive, enabling Industry 4.0 with
automation and optimisation in whole new ways to innovate and truly
fully automate the industry and bring it to the next level.[17]

Industry 4.0 offers a significant advantage in terms of accelerating manufac-
turing while lowering costs and increasing productivity. Smart manufacturing,
smart engineering, smart energy, and smart logistics are all part of the smart
factory environment.[64]

3.2.1 Key Elements of Industry 4.0

CPS (cyber-physical systems), IoT (Internet of Things), Cloud computing,
and Cognitive computing are key elements of Industry 4.0. When these four
elements are integrated and they interact with a factory’s physical methods to
generate a smart environment, the factory is referred to as a smart factory.[63]..1. A CPS (cyber-physical system) is a system that combines physical

and software components and is controlled by computer-based algorithms.
It allows users and physical systems to collaborate in a smart environ-
ment to generate desired output with less input. 12 Robotics systems,
autonomous automotive systems, smart grid, process control systems,
medical monitoring, and automatic pilot avionics are all applications of
CPS.[69, 67]..2. The IoT (Internet of Things) entails extending internet connectivity
to devices such as laptops, computers, tablets, mobile phones, and other
similar devices at any location around the world in order to connect,
interact, and exchange data with users, as well as physical systems to
enable remote monitoring and control of physical systems.[54]..3. Cloud computing refers to shared pools of configurable computer
system resources and higher-level services that may be deployed quickly
and with minimal administration effort, usually over the Internet. Cloud
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3. Overview of concepts .................................
computing, like a public utility, relies on resource sharing to achieve
coherence and economies of scale.[2]..4. Cognitive computing is a new type of computing that aims to create
more accurate models of how people react to inputs. It employs artificial
intelligence and signal processing techniques. Among the technologies
included in these platforms are reasoning, natural language processing,
machine learning, vision (object recognition), speech recognition, dialog,
and narrative generation, as well as human–computer interaction.[66]

An example integrating all these elements of Industry 4.0 to make a Smart
Factory is shown in the figure:

Figure 3.7: Integration of Industry 4.0 elements.[58]

3.3 Automation technologies used in Industries

Overview of automation technologies used in modern manufacturing industries,
some of which will be considered for proposing the optimal automated solution
in the next chapter 4:

3.3.1 Linear Motion Units:

Linear technology is one of the most widely used technologies in industry
when it comes to automation. It’s robust, reliable, and easy to implement.
What makes this technology so popular in industrial usage, it is the movement
of this system which always ravels along an axis. The object to be moved is
carried on a slide (see figure 3.8) that travels forward and back along the
axis.[25]
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....................... 3.3. Automation technologies used in Industries

Figure 3.8: Linear guide rail with Slide.[40]

Linear units can also be combined, allowing for two- and three-dimensional
positioning. This method can be used to execute complex sequences at a low
cost. The linear guide, a crucial element in any linear unit, is responsible
for determining the direction of motion and consists of two parts – the guide
(rail) and corresponding transport element (slide) (see figure 3.8).[25]

Key components of a Linear Unit

A linear unit has two key components:-..1. Linear Guide there are three types of linear guides:..a. Roller units: Rollers that run along cylindrical shafts are used in
this type of linear guide. The rollers’ design support play-free travel
and prevents them from jumping out of their guide. Advantage:
Roller units offer a very high level of flexibility.[25]

Figure 3.9: Cutaway view of roller guide.[37]..b. T-slot sliders: A profiled slider runs along a profiled rail in these
systems. Because of this profiling, the slide is unable to exit the
guide track. Advantage: T-slot sliders are ideal for applications
that do not require complete freedom of movement and are generally
recommended when working on a limited budget.[25]
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3. Overview of concepts .................................

Figure 3.10: Side profile view of t-slot slider.[43]..c. Recirculating ball bearing units: The ability of these systems
to accommodate high loads in a small space is their defining fea-
ture. The rolling elements are arranged in the multiple points of
contact principle so that they run along one line before being recir-
culated along another. Advantage: This system has a low friction
coefficient and excellent load distribution.[25]

Figure 3.11: Internal view of recirculating ball bearing guide.[24]..2. Drive technologies in linear unit Modern drive technologies are
always tailored to specific tasks. They can be either incredibly fast
or incredibly accurate. The overall performance of a linear unit is
primarily determined by the drive technology used, which has a significant
impact on the precision, speed, carrying capacity, and costs of a linear
solution.[25] There are primarily four types of drive technologies available:..a. Timing-belt drive: This technology employs a toothed drive

belt that mechanically locks around a toothed pulley driven by a
motor. This mechanical interlocking eliminates slip and ensures the
transmission of high forces. A timing belt is made up of steel cables
encased in a polyurethane sheath, has a long service life, and allows
for a smooth running action. Advantage: this technology is that
it allows for extremely dynamic movements and, as a result, short
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....................... 3.3. Automation technologies used in Industries

cycle times.[25]

Figure 3.12: Internal view of timing-belt drive.[3]..b. Ball/lead screw unit: A precision spindle serves as the basis of
a Ball Screw Unit. The lead on the thread greatly influences the
system’s speed and positioning accuracy. The spindle is equipped
with a non-turning drive nut that houses ball bearings. As the
spindle turns, these ball bearings circulate in the thread, ensuring
that the nut moves along a straight axis. Because the ball bearings
are slightly larger than the track on which they run, they create a
pre-tensioning effect that eliminates play and increases load carry-
ing capacity. Advantage: Ball Screw Units are ideal for precise
positioning and high power.[25]

Figure 3.13: Internal view of ball/lead screw unit.[3]..c. Chain drive: Linear units with chain drives transfer large forces
in the direction of travel, but their design limits their positioning
and travel speed. However, because of their high failure load, chain
drives are frequently used in vertical applications. Advantage:
Chain drives are resistant to soiling problems, can transfer high
forces, and are ideal for vertical movements. Because the force in a
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3. Overview of concepts .................................
chain drive can be converted into a rotary motion via sprocket wheels
positioned anywhere on the linear unit, this design is particularly
well suited to building conveyor systems with rollers.[25]

Figure 3.14: Chain drive and its internal view.[31, 23]..d. Rack drive: In a rack drive, the driven gearwheel interlocks with
the straight rack to eliminate the possibility of slip. Thus, the rotary
motion of the drive motor is directly converted into the rectilinear
motion of the slide. This allows for two applications:
(i) The load follows the driven gearwheel.
(ii) The drive is fixed in place, and the load moves along with the

rack.
Advantage: A rack drive is strong, can safely lift heavy loads, and
can accurately position devices over long distances.[25]

Figure 3.15: Rack drive and its internal view.[32, 33]

Applications of linear technology

The linear units can be combined together along with some other technological
components and tools for various applications. Some of the commonly used
applications (to be considered by the author to find the automation solution
in the next chapter 4) are:-..1. Linear unit (single axis): As part of a process automation solution,

a Linear Unit is used to move workpieces, tools, or a robot along a line
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....................... 3.3. Automation technologies used in Industries

to execute screwing, drilling, or joining applications. The length of a
single profile does not limit the length of the linear axis. Many models
allow the user to extend the line which the Linear Unit travels along.
All Linear Units can be configured to meet the needs of the task at hand.
Motors can be connected with carefully configured drive components.[18]

Figure 3.16: Linear unit in single axis with a robot.[18]..2. 2D gantry: 2D gantries are ideal for automation tasks that require a
tool to travel to multiple points in a single plane using linear automation
technology. These two-axis solutions are used, among other things, to
print or inspect surfaces.[18]

Figure 3.17: Linear units combined to form 2D gantry.[18]
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3. Overview of concepts ...................................3. 3D gantry: 3D gantries perform difficult three-dimensional positioning
tasks. They are used to lift, move, and place workpieces for stacking,
sorting, and machining operations. The grippers and tools for the task
can be fitted to the item carriages and support profiles when designing
pick-and-place systems.[18]

Figure 3.18: Linear units combined to form 3D gantry.[18]..4. Cantilever axis: Cantilever axes use the Linear Unit’s support profile
to exert force on a workpiece or precisely position a tool. They are well
suited for a wide range of production and logistics applications, as well
as material and load testing.[18]

Figure 3.19: Linear units as cantilever axis to push boxes.[18]
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....................... 3.3. Automation technologies used in Industries..5. XY axis table handling: In XY tables, grippers, suction cups, lasers,
and scanners are used for machining, sorting, positioning, and inspecting
workpieces. This type of 2D linear gantry is ideal for dynamic pick-and-
place tasks.[18]

Figure 3.20: XY axis gantry for pick-and-place operation.[18]

3.3.2 Industrial Robots:

An industrial robot is a manufacturing robot system. Industrial robots are
fully automated, programmable, and can move on three or more axes.[15]

Robots are commonly applicable for welding, painting, assembly, disassembly,
pick and place for printed circuit boards, packaging and labeling, palletizing,
product inspection, and testing, all of which require a high level of endurance,
speed, and precision. They also can help with material handling.[15]

Industrial robots are increasingly being used in a wide range of industries
and applications because they can be programmed to perform dangerous,
dirty, and/or repetitive tasks with consistent precision and accuracy. They
are available in a variety of models, with the most common distinguishing
features being the reach distance, payload capacity, and the number of axes
of travel (up to six) of their jointed arm.[16]

A robot uses an end effector or end of arm tooling (EOAT) (also known
as gripper or gripping tool) attachment to hold and manipulate either
the tool performing the process or the piece upon which the process is being
performed in both production and handling applications.[16]

The actions of the robot are instructed by a combination of programming
software and controls. Their automated functionality enables them to operate
around the clock and on weekends, as well as with hazardous materials
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3. Overview of concepts .................................
and in difficult environments, freeing up personnel for other tasks. Robotic
technology also boosts productivity and profitability while removing labor-
intensive tasks that could cause physical strain or injury to workers.[16]

Types of Industrial robots

Figure 3.21: A set of 6-axis robots being used for welding operations.[15]

There are primarily six types of industrial robots:-..1. Articulated robots: The most common industrial robots are articulated
robots. They have the appearance of a human arm, which is why they
are also known as robotic arms or manipulator arms. Their multiple
degrees of freedom articulations allow the articulated arms to move in a
variety of ways.[15]..2. Cartesian coordinate robots: Cartesian robots, also known as rec-
tilinear, gantry, or x-y-z robots, have three prismatic joints for tool
movement and three rotary joints for tool orientation in space. A six-
axis robot (see figure 3.21) is required to move and orient the effector
organ in all directions (or degrees of freedom). Three axes are sufficient
in a two-dimensional environment, two for displacement and one for
orientation.[15]
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....................... 3.3. Automation technologies used in Industries..3. Cylindrical coordinate robots: Cylindrical coordinate robots are
distinguished by a rotary joint at the base and at least one prismatic
joint connecting their links. They can slide vertically and horizontally.
The compact effector design enables the robot to reach tight workspaces
without sacrificing speed.[15]..4. Spherical coordinate robots: Rotary joints are the only type of
joint found in spherical coordinate robots. They were among the first
robots to be used in industrial applications. They are commonly used
for die-casting machine tending, plastic injection and extrusion, and
welding.[15]..5. SCARA robots: Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm (SCARA)
is an abbreviation for Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm. SCARA
robots are distinguished by their two parallel joints that allow movement
in the X-Y plane. At the effector, rotating shafts are positioned verti-
cally. SCARA robots are used in jobs that necessitate precise lateral
movements. They are ideal for assembly work.[15]..6. Delta robots: Parallel link robots are another name for delta robots.
They are made up of parallel links that connect to a common base. Delta
robots are particularly useful for tasks requiring direct control and high
maneuverability (such as quick pick-and-place tasks). Delta robots use
four bar or parallelogram linkage systems.[15]

Defining parameters for robots..1. Number of axes: to reach any point in a plane, two axes are required;
to reach any point in space, three axes are required. Three more axes
are required to fully control the orientation of the end of the arm (griper
or EOAT). Some designs (for example, the SCARA robot) trade motion
limitations for cost, speed, and accuracy.[15]..2. Degrees of freedom: typically, this is the same as the number of
axes.[15]..3. Working envelope: the area of space that a robot can traverse.[15]..4. Kinematics: the actual configuration of rigid members and joints in
the robot that determines the robot’s possible motions Robot kinematics
classes include articulated, Cartesian, parallel, and SCARA.[15]..5. Payload or carrying capacity: the amount of weight that a robot
can lift.[15]..6. Speed: how quickly the robot can move the end of its arm This can
be expressed in terms of the angular or linear speed of each axis, or as
a compound speed, i.e. the speed of the arm’s end when all axes are
moving.[15]
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3. Overview of concepts ...................................7. Acceleration: how fast an axis can accelerate. As this is a limiting
factor, a robot may be unable to reach its specified maximum speed for
short-distance movements or complex paths requiring frequent changes
of direction.[15]..8. Accuracy: how close a robot is able to come to a commanded position
The error is a measure of accuracy when the absolute position of the
robot is measured and compared to the commanded position. External
sensing, such as a vision system, infrared or 3D camera systems, can
improve accuracy. Accuracy can vary depending on speed, position
within the working envelope, and payload.[15]..9. Repeatability: how well the robot will return to a predetermined
position This is not the same as accuracy. It’s possible that when told
to go to a specific X-Y-Z position, it only gets to within 1 mm of that
position. This is its accuracy, which can be improved through calibration.
However, if that position is taught into controller memory and each time
it is sent there, it returns to within 0.1mm of the taught position, then
the repeatability is within 0.1mm.[15]...10. Motion control: for some applications, such as simple pick-and-place
assembly, the robot only needs to return to a small number of pre-
taught positions repeatedly. Motion must be continuously controlled
to follow a path in space, with controlled orientation and velocity, for
more sophisticated applications such as welding and finishing (spray
painting).[15]...11. Power source: some robots are powered by electric motors, while others
are powered by hydraulic actuators. The former is faster, while the latter
is stronger and more useful in applications such as spray painting.[15]...12. Drive: some robots use gears to connect electric motors to joints, while
others connect the motor directly to the joint (direct drive).[15]...13. Compliance: this is a measurement of how far or how far an axis of a
robot will move when a force is applied to it. Because of compliance, when
a robot moves to a position with its maximum payload, it will be slightly
lower than when it moves to a position with no payload. Overshoot can
also be caused by compliance when carrying heavy payloads, in which
case acceleration must be reduced.[15]

Benefits of industrial robots..1. Accuracy: robots can be programmed to do the repetitive tasks with
precision. For example, robotic palletizers can be guided by software to
ensure proper load placement.[16]..2. Flexibility: robotic systems can be re-purposed for other purposes, and
end effectors can be swapped out to handle different types of loads.[16]
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....................... 3.3. Automation technologies used in Industries..3. Lower labour costs: robotised processes especially for repetitive tasks
reduce worker strain and free the operators for other supervisory tasks.[16]..4. Quiet operation: servo-based robots generate low noise levels during
their operation.[16]..5. Reduced product damage: robots working directly with the products
in many manufacturing industries are configured for gently handling to
prevent package and product damage.[16]..6. Speed: depending on the process or task assigned, robotic systems can
increase productivity rates up to 50 percent.[16]

End-of-arm-tooling (EOAT)

The end effector, also known as end-of-arm-tooling, is the most important
robot peripheral (EOAT). Welding devices (such as MIG-welding guns, spot-
welders, and so on), spray guns, and grinding and deburring devices (such as
pneumatic disk or belt grinders, burrs, and so on) are common examples of
end effectors (devices that can grasp an object, usually electro-mechanical
or pneumatic). Objects can also be picked up using a vacuum or magnets.
End effectors are frequently highly complex, designed to match the handled
product, and frequently capable of picking up a variety of products at once.
They may use a variety of sensors to help the robot system locate, handle,
and position products.[15]

Robot programming

An industrial robot’s motions and sequences are typically taught by connecting
the robot controller to a laptop, desktop computer, or (internal or Internet)
network.[15]

A work-cell, or cell, is a collection of machines or peripherals that includes
a robot. A typical cell might include a parts feeder as well as a robot.
The various machines are ’integrated,’ meaning they are controlled by a
single computer or PLC. The robot’s interactions with other machines in the
cell must be programmed, both in terms of their positions in the cell and
synchronization.[15]

. Software The corresponding interface software is installed on the com-
puter. The use of a computer simplifies the programming process signifi-
cantly. Depending on the system design, specialized robot software is
run in either the robot controller or the computer, or both. Positional
data and procedure are the two fundamental entities that must be taught
(or programmed). The robot software’s purpose is to make both of
these programming tasks easier.[15]Each manufacturer has their own
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robot software. While the vast majority of software is about manipula-
tion of data and seeing the result on-screen, robot software is for the
manipulation of objects or tools in the real world.[35]. Positional commands The robot can be guided to the required position
using a graphical user interface (GUI) or text-based commands in which
the required X-Y-Z position can be specified and edited.[15].Teach pendant A teach pendant can be used to teach robot positions.
This is a handheld programming and control unit. The ability to manually
send the robot to a desired position, or "inch" or "jog" to adjust a position,
are common features of such units. They also have the ability to change
the speed, as a low speed is usually required for careful positioning or
when testing a new or modified routine. In most cases, a large emergency
stop button is also included. The teach pendant is typically no longer
useful once the robot has been programmed.[15]. Lead-by-the-nose Many robot manufacturers offer this technique. In
this method, one user holds the manipulator of the robot while another
enters a command that de-energizes the robot, causing it to go limp. The
user then manually moves the robot to the required positions and/or
along the required path, while the software records these positions in
memory. The program can then direct the robot to these positions or
along the predefined path.[15].Robot simulation These tools make it possible to write and debug
robotics programs off-line, with the final version of the program tested
on an actual robot. The ability to simulate a robotic system’s behavior
in a virtual world allows a variety of mechanisms, devices, configurations,
and controllers to be tried and tested before being applied to a "real
world" system. Robotics simulators can provide real-time computing of
an industrial robot’s simulated motion using both geometric modeling
and kinematics modeling.[15] This will be used in the chapter 6.

The angles of each joint or displacements of the linear axes are the only
parameters required for a given robot to completely locate the end effector
(gripper, welding torch, etc). (or combinations of the two for robot formats
such as SCARA). The most common and easiest way to define a point is to
give it a Cartesian coordinate, which is the position of the ’end effector’ in
mm in the X, Y, and Z directions relative to the robot’s origin. The robot
controller must convert these coordinates to joint angles for a jointed arm,
and such conversions are known as Cartesian Transformations, which may
need to be performed iteratively or recursively for a multiple axis robot.[15]

Most articulated robots work by memorizing a set of positions and returning
to them at various points in their programming sequence.[15] A simple ’pick-
and-place’ program for a robot moving items from one place to another can
be in the following form (see figure 3.22):
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Figure 3.22: A simple ’pick-and-place’ program for a robot.[15]

3.3.3 Cobots or Collaborative robots:

Robots in the past were viewed as man-made devices that could easily injure
or even kill a person due to his inattention. To avoid injury, one possible
solution would be to remove human action from the robot workspace. The
most common solution was robotic workplace safety fencing. However, in
order for robots to be fully and productively engaged in some assembly areas,
human intervention in the robot’s workspace was sometimes required. This
was one of the motivations behind the development of collaborative robotics,
which allows and defines the sharing of a common space by a human and a
robot.[68]

Collaborative robots’ precise purpose is to produce or create something
through common activities (cooperation) with humans. It is critical to
emphasize that collaboration occurs in a collaborative workspace between a
collaborative robot and a collaborative person.[68]
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Types of collaboration

Figure 3.23: Types of human-robot collaboration.[68]

There are four types of human-robot workplace sharing:..1. Safety-rated monitored stop: This only allows a human and a robot
to coexist. The robot is fenced, and when a human enters the defined
area, all movement is halted.[68]..2. Hand guiding: This type is used to manually guide the robot along a
trajectory that is memorized immediately.[68]..3. Speed and separation monitoring: The robot is no longer fenced
in this mode, and the work area is divided into safety zones. The zones
are monitored by laser scanners or a visual system, which slows the
robot down and ultimately stops it altogether when a human enters the
zone.[68]..4. Power and force limiting: the robots working mostly in this mode
are called collaborative. The robot is programmed to detect motor
overload using sensors and to stop immediately when the allowed value
is exceeded.[68]

The primary goals reported by manufacturing companies for introducing
cobots into manufacturing processes are to improve productivity, flexibility,
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and quality. Managers and operators place a high value on other factors such
as safety, ergonomics, trust, and potential future job trends. Interactions
between robots and humans are intended to improve complex manufacturing
processes, particularly when a robot can be guided by a worker and the robot
provides power support to the worker, which is typically involved in difficult,
monotonous, or exhausting tasks. Sensors, actuators, and data processing
advancements have increased the level of assistance and support. Humans
should only be involved in production processes when they are required;
otherwise, they should focus on other tasks that will improve the overall
system performance.[70]

Figure 3.24: A 6-axis Cobot from Hanwha manufacturer.[11]

Cobots or collaborative robots mostly have the same features or characteristics
as the industrial robots (robots with 6 or more axes), so they can also replace
the industrial robots in many applications. For more information on factors
such as defined parameters, general benefits, end-of-arm-tooling, programming
and simulation, the author also refers to these factors also mentioned in the
previous subsection of Industrial robots3.3.2 as these factors are generally
same for cobots in principle and function.

Differences between Cobots and Industrial robots

Despite their similar functions, industrial robots and cobots have distinct
features that distinguish them from one another, which is the role they play
alongside humans.[4]

5 key differences between Cobots and Industrial robots:..1. Employees are replaced by robots, while cobots work alongside
them.. Traditional industrial robots provide complete automation of their

assembly line segment, allowing them to work without any human
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assistance. They also frequently carry bulky equipment, such as
large welding tools, while performing their duties with speed and
dexterity.[4].Meanwhile, a cobot is frequently used to assist a human operator.
It can carry out tasks that would be dangerous, exhausting, or
time-consuming for an employee to carry out alone. It may also
be involved in more complex tasks that cannot be fully automated,
such as handling the wires within an appliance.[4]..2. Robots must be kept behind cages or fences, which cobots

rarely require.. In terms of sheer speed, robots continue to outperform cobots, but
they are designed with output volume over human safety in mind.
Even if the robot comes into contact with an employee and injures
them, the robot will only stop if the appropriate command is given,
so the robots are kept behind fencing or cages.[4]. Human safety is a major concern in the design of cobots, which
have built-in safety mechanisms that meet set safety requirements
for human collaboration. If a cobot detects a human nearby, it
may move more slowly, eventually stopping if the human gets close
enough. If something gets in the way of its operation in the middle
of it, it immediately stops and waits for a command. As a result,
the cobot may not even require a safety cage.[4]..3. Robot programming necessitates prior knowledge, whereas

cobot programming does not.. An employee must have advanced computer coding skills in order to
give a robot instructions. Furthermore, most robot manufacturers
have their own programming language that the employee must learn
in order to do anything.[4]. An employee directing a cobot may not require any stock coding
knowledge at all. Cobots have an easy-to-use interface that does
not require any coding. Depending on the needs of the production
chain, a single cobot can be reprogrammed and redeployed several
times.[4]..4. Robots remain stationary, whereas some cobots are mobile and

adaptable.. Robots are frequently bolted to the ground. Once they’ve started
working, they usually don’t need to be moved around the factory.
This may also be regarded as a safety requirement, as it keeps the
robot in place regardless of the speed and power required for its
task.[4]. Cobots are typically light enough to be carried by a single worker.
Employees can also easily move them around by using mobile bases.
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The majority of cobots can also be mounted on walls or ceilings.
There are also a variety of end effectors to choose from, such as
grippers and drills, which adds to the versatility of cobots.[4]..5. Robots are better suited to high-volume jobs, whereas cobots

are better suited to complex tasks.

. Robots are still best for tasks with high quotas or hazardous condi-
tions due to their speed and complete automation (e.g. exposure to
lead or high temperatures).[4]

. Cobots are easier to set up, more adaptable, and better suited to
jobs that require precision.[4]

Cobots may be able to function without human assistance, but they are still
best suited for jobs that require the cooperation of a human operator. By
definition, neither a robot nor a cobot is superior to the other, as it is still
subject to the demands of the assembly line.[4]

. Also, another great feature of cobots ,which comes from their lightweight
nature and their easy compatibility with other components, is to combine
them with external linear units (see subsection 3.3.1) to give the cobots
an extra axis of movement, and can be installed as such in different
orientation angles as per the linear ’slide’, thus, increasing their already
versatile use.[38]

EOAT (end-of-arm-tooling) for Cobots

The EOAT becomes a critical component in making the most of cobots. These
tools are intended to be safe around human workers and simple to program
using the robot’s teach pendant. They are cost-effective, highly adaptable,
and simple to change for different processes, allowing for a quick ROI and
results.[5] This also makes EOAT requirement an important factor while
considering differences between cobots and industrial robots:
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Figure 3.25: Differences between Cobots and Industrial robots based on EOAT
requirements.[5]

Cobot grippers/EOAT available in market

In cobots industry, the EOAT is generally known as a ’cobot gripper’. These
grippers even from different manufacturers (such as Robotiq, OnRobot, DH
Robotics) are universally fit for all cobots available in the market today due
to the presence of ’quick-changer’ (figure 3.26) connected at the end-of-arm
port. Also, there are quick-changers (figure 3.26) which can attach 2 or more
cobot grippers/EOAT. This increases the usability prospects of the cobots
as one cobot can do tasks which requires two different tools at the same
time. Also, these grippers come in plug-and-play design, so it reduces their
deployment time in real industrial applications as well as their programming
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time.

Figure 3.26: Quick-changer connected to end-of-arm port and dual-quick changer
from OnRobot.[28, 8]

Here is a quick look over some of the cobot grippers available in the market
suitable for different applications (some of these will be later used by the
author in finding the suitable gripper for proposed solution in section 4.2 in
the next chapter 4):-..1. 2 or 3 finger gripper:

Figure 3.27: 2-finger gripper from OnRobot and 3-finger gripper from
Robotiq.[34, 1]

This is one of the most commonly used type of cobot grippers in the
industries. This type of grippers (figure 3.27) usually have very flexible
design in the fingers (usually 2 or 3 configurable joints in each finger) to
adapt to the objects shape and size for a solid grip which makes them
very ideal for ’pick-and-place’ tasks...2. Parallel stroke gripper: This type of cobot gripper (figure 3.28) is
very similar to the 2-finger gripper but differs in the finger design in
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terms of finger flexibility. This type of gripers only uses parallel stroke
to grab light and less complex objects compared to 2 or 3-finger gripper.
This gripper is used in ’small parts industries’ due to less complexity,
less costs and configurable force and position control and also ideal in
tight spaces[30].

Figure 3.28: Parallel stroke grippers available from DH Robotics.[7]..3. Electrical/pneumatic vacuum gripper

Figure 3.29: Pneumatic vacuum gripper from Robotiq and Electrical vacuum
gripper from OnRobot.[49, 51]

This type of gripper uses vacuum suction pads to grab and lift objects by
using - either compressed air through pneumatic vacuum pump or through
electrical vacuum without external air supply. This type of gripper is
ideal for objects of non-regular shapes especially in food industries and
also works well in tight spaces. Another great feature of this type of
gripper is the modular system of using vacuum suction pads, it’s possible
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to combine multiple vacuum suction pads to lift bigger objects with large
surface area such as carton packaging boxes, an example is shown in
figure 3.30.

Figure 3.30: Electrical vacuum gripper from OnRobt with multiple vacuum
suction pads.[50]..4. Soft gripper:

Figure 3.31: Soft grippers available from OnRobot.[41]

This soft gripper from OnRobot comes with interchangeable silicon-
molded soft flexible cups to handle a wide array of irregular shapes and
delicate items, making it ideal for use for ’pick-and-place’ applications
in food and beverages industries (due to food-grade material), cosmetics
and pharmaceuticals industries as well as manufacturing and packag-
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ing industries.[41] This uses electrical vacuum to grab objects with no
external air supply...5. Force/Torque Sensor:

Figure 3.32: Hex Force/Torque sensor available from OnRobot.[14]

This 6 axis force/torque sensor offers 6 degrees of force and torque
measurement, which makes this sensor ideal for direct contact-based
applications like complex sanding, deburring, surface finishing tasks as
it allows a precise control over the end-of-arm-tooling’s applied force
and ensures a constant speed and force throughout the contact-based
application. This sensor deploys optical vision based technology also
for path recording which is useful when it comes to most contact-based
applications.[14]

3.3.4 Karakuri (Low Cost Automation):

Karakuri is a Japanese automation mechanism that was invented between
the 17th and 19th centuries.[20]

For decades, Karakuri has been a key component of the ’lean manufacturing
philosophy’ and ’Toyota Production System,’ where it refers to the simple
but intelligent automation of processes based on physical principles – with
no drives, sensors, electricity, or compressed air, just gravity and mechanical
energy components like pulleys, counterweights and spring weight balancers
(also known as square balancers).[20] One common example of Karakuri
automation is flow racks used in factories to store and deliver parts or
components to the operators on the production line (see figure 3.33).
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Figure 3.33: A real example of flow racks with the use of square (spring weight)
balancers and pulley.[42]

Visualisation of the Karakuri automation of the aforementioned example is
explained in the figure 3.34.

Figure 3.34: Explanation of self-delivering of boxes from upper shelves to lower
shelves of flow rack.[42]

Karakuri or LCA (Low Cost Automation) typically costs 80 to 90 percent
less than fully automating production processes while providing a comparable
level of efficiency.[20]
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Hybrid Karakuri/LCA

The combination of muscle strength, leverage, and gravity is used in low-
cost automation. Although this is applicable in mostly light lifting cases,
it’s not good to use Karakuri alone when it comes to heavy lifting cases or
moving loads very high up. Then we have to use a combination of Karakuri
and linear motion units and drives (see subsection 3.3.1) which forms the
hybrid Karakuri. One example of this is already being used in TMMCZ
Kolin (see figure 3.35) as a transport bridge for sending components’ boxes
to the workstation by lifting over the logistics routes. it uses electric linear
units/drives to send the boxes up the ridge, then uses rollers to send to the
other side and lowers the boxes by purely mechanical means.[21, 22]

Figure 3.35: Example of Hybrid Karakuri at TMMCZ.[21, 22]
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Chapter 4

Search for optimal automation solution

After understanding the concepts and applications of various industrial au-
tomation technologies mentioned in the previous chapter 3 and based on the
real-time observation of the degreasing process in TMMCZ Assembly line,
the author has devised some factors necessary for proposing the automation
solution for the given problem (see section 1.1):..1. Complete automation of degreasing process: the degreasing ap-

plication needs to be fully automated to solve all the problems arising
from the current application, meaning there is no need for collabora-
tion between automation technology such as robots/cobots and human
operators...2. Efficient use of space in the Assembly line: as per author’s discus-
sion with the Process design team at TMMCZ for the changed Assembly
line layout (see figure 4.1), there is fully available only one side of the As-
sembly to install all the automated technical equipment. This proposed
installation area (area marked in purple in figure 4.1)is before ’Pitch 0’
while the current degreasing process takes place at ’Pitch 2’ and glass
installation at ’Pitch 3’ (see figure 1.4).

Figure 4.1: Modified layout of TMMCZ Assembly line for degreasing
workplace.[62]
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flexible: as the Assembly line with the car body carriers is continuously
in motion, the automated technical equipment must be quick and adaptive
enough to be able to accurately move along the car body carrier in the
selected travel path and stop when the Assembly line stops. At the same
time, it should be flexible enough to work for different car models...4. Need to maintain no collision: the continuously moving automation
equipment should always maintain safe distance to avoid any collision
with the car body or car body carrier during the motion and wiping
application...5. Equipment should be compact: as the equipment installation zone
is in air higher than the base floor (see figures 4.1, 1.4 and 1.2), the
equipment should be compact enough in size for installation away from
the floor, with support from structures hanging from upper structure
framework in TMMCZ factory...6. Equipment is preferred to be lightweight: as discussed in the
previous point and also, given that degreasing doesn’t require any heavy
payload or end-effector (EOAT), the equipment should preferably be
lightweight...7. Safety of operators: though the equipment is proposed to be installed
in a zone further from the human operators, there must still be a safety
system for the equipment to stop if any human interference occurs in
order to avoid any injury or safety risks. For this, the proposed placement
of automation equipments can install fencing on the sides of the Assembly
line and a laser security scanner on the base floor to avoid any accidents
or human interference...8. Soft material for end-effector tool (EOAT): as the end-effector tool
is directly in contact with the surface of the car body flange, it should
have soft materials around so as not to damage the car body flange or
the surrounding area in any way (as seen in figure 1.5, we can see that
the width of application area on the body flange is not same, so this
requires soft materials on the EOAT during the wiping application.).
Also, it’s ideal to use force-sensor (see figure 3.32) at the end of the
EOAT to properly do the wiping application with adequate force to not
leave any marks on the body flange surface.

4.1 Exploring different ideas for automation
equipment

Based on the aforementioned factors and study of the automation technologies
(see section 3.3), the author designs some possible automation setups to
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automate the degreasing process, primarily focusing on the equipment which
will move along the car body carrier on the Assembly line and the type of
technology (4-axis arm, robot, cobot) used to hold the application EOAT.
All the designs have been made by the author by using the design software
AutoDesk Fusion 360[10] (the actual design files (.STEP format) can be
referred to in the electronic attachments 8.1 and also in the embedded links in
the figure descriptions (only in electronic version)).

4.1.1 Initial idea

Figure 4.2: 1st idea

Inspired by the study of linear units (subsection 3.3.1) and past experience
with linear technology in his engineering work at TMMCZ, the author pro-
posed using a setup (figure 4.2) of 2 linear units in X-Y axis with the second
axis holding a 3-axis robot arm to hold the end-effector tool (EOAT). The idea
here is that the linear in one axis will follow the car body carrier in motion
and the second linear will move the hanging robot arm to the degreasing
application zone on the car body (windshield and back window area).

Problem: as the car body flange isn’t a flat surface (see figure 1.5), the
3-axis robot isn’t effective in wiping or contact based application with the
surface of body flange.
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4.1.2 2nd idea

The author tries a different approach by using a setup of a single-axis linear
unit and a 6 or 7-axis robot arm attached on the side profile of the linear unit
(see figure 4.3). The idea here is that the whole setup (including both linear
unit and robot arm) as a whole will follow the car body carrier in motion,
the robot arm making use of 6 or 7-axis will contract itself during motion
and extend itself during the application on the car body flange.

Problem: given the size of the car body, the robot arm required for this idea
has to be very long, which makes a huge risk of collision with the side pillars
of car body carrier during motion while contraction and extension of its arm.

Figure 4.3: 2nd idea

4.1.3 3rd idea

The author tries a new idea by using single-axis linear unit and long arm
cobot (due to its lightweight nature mentioned in 3.3.3) by hanging the cobot
vertically on the linear unit. (Also, the author managed to get actual 3D
models for the linear unit[18] and cobot[11]). There are three approaches in
design which arise from this idea:..1. 1st approach
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Figure 4.4: Single-axis linear unit with cobot hanging down

The approach here (figure 4.4) is to hang the long arm cobot down the
single-axis linear unit, the ’slide’ part of linear unit (see figure 3.8) will
follow the car body carrier and the robot will extend itself and do the
wiping application.

Problem: Although the flexibility and lightweight nature of cobots
makes this approach a seemingly feasible option but at the same time
may lead to a possible collision with the side pillars of the car body
carrier during the cobot arm movement.

..2. 2nd approach
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Figure 4.5: Single-axis linear unit with cobot standing above

The approach here (figure 4.5) is to dock the long arm cobot on top of
the single-axis linear unit, rest of functioning is same as mentioned in
the previous approach with the difference being only in the orientation
angle of installation (upside down).
Problem: as the application area on car body flange is towards the top
of car body, the cobot will have very congested space in the zone where
it contracts and extends with respect to the car body carrier which will
lead to possible collision with the car body carrier’s side pillars...3. 3rd approach
Another possible approach (figure 4.6) is to use the 1st approach (figure
4.4) but on both sides of the car body carrier, thereby increasing the
application speed and reducing process time. The ’slide’ on the linear
units on both sides will follow the car body carrier in motion, the cobots
from both sides will extend themselves and do the wiping application by
dividing the wiping perimeter into half each for themselves.
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Problem: as per the new Assembly layout (see figure 4.1), there is only
one side of the car body carrier which is fully available for installation,
so the existing equipment and processes on the other side can interfere
with the second setup (figure 4.6) of linear unit and cobot used in this
approach.

Figure 4.6: 2-sided single-axis linear units with cobots

After reviewing the three approaches to the idea of using single-axis linear unit
and long arm cobot, the author concludes that 1st and 2nd approaches show
potential risks of collision with the side pillars of the car body carrier and
the 3rd approach is just not feasible enough given the limitation of available
space for installation on the Assembly line workplace (see figure 4.1).

4.1.4 Final idea

After reviewing all the previous ideas, the author tries a new design idea
(figure 4.7) incorporating features from all these previous design ideas. (Also,
now the author has access to the actual 3D model of the real car body carrier
to use for the design idea).

To solve the potential problems in previous design ideas such as efficient use
of space, possible collision with the side pillars of car body carrier, congestion
of space in application zone, the author proposes the idea (figure 4.7) to use
a combination of single-axis linear units in XY 2-axis setup with 2 cobots
hanging from the 2nd axis linear unit, the 1st linear unit’s ’slide’ follows the
car body carrier, the 2nd linear unit moves back and forth carrying the 2
medium length arm cobots over the wiping application area.
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Figure 4.7: 2-axis linear units and 2 cobots with real car body carrier

The author will primarily use this design idea (figure 4.7) for simulation in
chapter 6 to determine its overall feasibility in implementation.

4.2 Finding the optimal end-effector tool for
wiping application

The next automation technology to configure after the linear units and cobots
is the end-effector tool or end-of-arm-tooling (EOAT) for the cobots. The
author makes use of the capability of cobots to have 2 or more tools on it’s
arm’s end (see subsection 3.3.3).

The author designs three approaches of the possible gripper to do the wiping
application:-

4.2.1 Alcohol spraying and air blowing:

The idea here (see figure 4.8) is to use two end-effector tools - one nozzle for
alcohol/liquid spraying on the surface of car body flange and second nozzle
for blowing compressed air to help clean the surface.

Problem: the author tried to test this idea using an alcohol spray and
a compressed air gun to clean/degrease the surface of the car body flange.
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While this method did clean the usual dirt and dust particles, but it couldn’t
clean the oil and grease marks, fingerprints and residual materials. This
proves that the cleaning/degreasing method has to be direct contact-based
with respect to the surface of the car body flange, by using cloth or wipe as
in current manual degreasing (see subsection 1.1.2).

Figure 4.8: Cobot gripper with nozzles for liquid alcohol and comp. air.

4.2.2 Alcohol dispensing on a cloth piece

The idea here (see figure 4.9) is to combine a 2-finger gripper (see figure 3.27)
with a liquid alcohol dispensing nozzle, the 2 fingers will pick up and hold
the cloth piece and the nozzle will drop some amount of liquid alcohol on the
cloth piece and then the cobot while holding the cloth piece (with 2 fingers)
will do the wiping application on the surface of the car body flange.

Problem: one clear problem here is the over-complexity of the designed
gripper which also increases process time with so many steps (dispense alcohol,
pick up cloth piece, hold the cloth piece, do the wiping application, dispose
off the cloth piece). Second problem is the highly inflammable and dangerous
nature of 99 percent concentrated liquid IPA in such an automated process,
bringing out huge potential of fire risks as well as requiring many extra safety
certifications such as CE[44]. With this observation, the author prefers to
go with pre-saturated wet wipes (subsection 1.1.2) considering their low risk
factors and less process as the wipes are already wetted with liquid IPA
directly from their manufacturer.
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Figure 4.9: 2-finger gripper with nozzle for liq. alcohol

4.2.3 Finding cobot gripper suitable for use with
pre-saturated IPA wet wipes

The author, already having tried and failed with soft gripper (see figure 3.31)
and vacuum gripper (see figure 3.29) which were unable to pick up the wipe
properly due to its much thinner form factor (1-1.5mm), the author decides to
test parallel-stroke 2 finger gripper (see figure 3.28) with some modifications:

1st idea

The idea here (see figure 4.10) is to cover the fingers of the parallel gripper
(3D model from DH Robotics[7]) with foam-based or soft material and attach
or bolt in foam-based block in the mid-section of the base of the gripper, this
middle block will act as a base to hold the wipe while the 2 fingers will pick
it up and do the wiping application.

To actually test this idea as this gripper modification isn’t very complex,
the author collaborates with one of the automation technology partners of
TMMCZ called HennLich s.r.o.[36] to test their available parallel gripper
with designed foam-based block in the mid-section of the gripper’s base.
(Gripper test video recording available in the electronic attachments 8.2.)
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Figure 4.10: DH Robotics parallel gripper 3D model with foam middle piece

Figure 4.11: Actual test of parallel gripper with foam-based mid-section attach-
ment at HennLich s.r.o. using Hanwha cobot.[36, 11]
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Figure 4.12: Wipe gripping and wiping application by the modified parallel
gripper in action.[36, 11]

As seen in the figure 4.12 (and the embedded video in the caption), the
gripper was able to grip the wipe and wipe the test-piece (metal slab) very
well in the actual test.

Problems: one apparent problem is the bulky size of the gripper, which
isn’t feasible given the narrow cleaning surface area of the car body flange
(see figure 1.5). Second problem is the lack of good grip of the wipe by the
gripper as in the real test, the wipe could easily be taken off the gripper by a
very slight force, thus, reducing its overall feasibility.

2nd idea

The idea here (see figure 4.13) is to attach a foam-based block on each finger
of the parallel gripper, the fingers will have full parallel stroke to fully hold
the wipe after picking it up with a good grip.

Figure 4.13: DH Robotics parallel gripper with foam blocks on fingers
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As this modification isn’t complex to test, the author again collaborates with
TMMCZ’s automation technology partner HennLich s.r.o.[36] to test their
available parallel gripper with fingers attached with foam blocks to fully grip
the wipe. (Gripper test video recording available in the attachments 8.2.)

Figure 4.14: Actual test of parallel gripper with foam blocks attached to the
fingers at HennLich s.r.o. using Hanwha cobot.[36, 11]

Figure 4.15: Testing of gripping of wet wipe and strength of grip using foam
blocks.[36, 11]

As seen in the figure 4.15 (and embedded video in the caption), the gripper
was able to grip the wipe with a strong hold in the actual test.

Problems: one apparent problem is again the size of the foam blocks although
being a soft material, it won’t cause any damage to the car body or its carrier
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but will be a difficulty in proper wiping application. Second problem is the
surface area of the wipe to be used after being gripped by the foam blocks, the
actual car body flange has some much smaller areas for wiping or degreasing
(see figure 1.5.

4.2.4 Final design of gripper

As per the real testing results, the parallel gripper proves to be the best
gripper base choice but will need some extra modifications to make it ideal
for use on smaller surface areas on the actual car body flange. The author
will design this in the next chapter 5 after designing an automated solution
for the wet wipes dispensing machine, this is necessary as the design of the
wet wipes dispensing machine and the cobot gripper are interdependent due
to the wet wipes being the common object/material to use.

4.3 Finding automated system to dispense the wet
wipes

The pre-saturated wet wipes come in form of rolls of 100-500 wipes each all
packed in plastic canisters to not dry (see figure 4.16), depending on the
manufacturer.

Figure 4.16: IPA pre-saturated wet wipes in a roll and plastic canister.[19]

For the usage, the wipe is manually torn from the roll, so this process will
need to be automated before making a system to dispense the wipes. For
this, the author tried to use a system similar to the ones used in vinyl wrap
cutting machines (see figure 4.17) which uses a moving cutting blade to cut
the vinyl wraps, the author was able to test this on a plastic wrap cutting
machine (used for car body) at TMMCZ but the normal cutting blades
couldn’t cut the ’lint-free non-woven’ wet wipes properly.
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Figure 4.17: Vinyl wrap cutting machine with the moving cutting blade.[55]

4.3.1 Ultrasonic cutting

Now, the author tries ’ultrasonic cutting system’, which uses vibrational
frequency for its cutting blade to be able to smoothly cut difficult-to-cut
materials. The ultrasonic cutter is a safe and clean processing machine that
emits no cutting chips, polluted water, noise, or smoke. The cutting blade
expands and contracts at an ultra-fast rate of 20,000 times or more per
second, with an amplitude of up to 70 microns. As a result, it can easily and
beautifully cut materials that are normally difficult to cut.[47]

The ultrasonic cutter (see figure 4.18) is made up of a "transducer," which
produces vibration, and a "oscillator," which drives the transducer. The
transducer is made of a piezoelectric element. When a voltage is applied,
the piezoelectric element causes the transducer to move a few micrometers.
Vibration is produced when a voltage is applied on a regular basis. Each
object has a unique frequency that allows it to be stable and easy to vibrate.
A small force can produce a large vibration by adding an external force that
corresponds to that special frequency. This is referred to as resonance. The
piezoelectric element in the ultrasonic cutter generates a force that resonates
the entire body, from the transducer to the blade tip, resulting in a large
vibration at the tip. The oscillator generates voltage on a regular basis in
order to resonate and drive the transducer. A larger vibration can be obtained
by wringing the cross-sectional area from the piezoelectric element to the
blade tip using a component of the ultrasonic cutter called the horn.[47]
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4. Search for optimal automation solution .........................

Figure 4.18: Oscillator and transducer with cutting blade from SonoTec
manufacturer.[47]

As the ultrasonic cutter is ideal for fast, precise cutting of difficult-to-cut
materials (such as fabric, rubber), it is used in a variety of industrial ap-
plications in connection to linear units or 3-axis robots (see figure 4.19) or
even cobots. The author decides to use this system to cut the wipes in the
automatic wipes dispensing machine which will be designed next.

Figure 4.19: Ultrasonic cutter being used with a 3-axis robot.[48]

To test this linear moving ultrasonic cutting on the wet wipes, the author
collaborated with an ultrasonic provider company called DJK Europe[56]
to test using their setup of a linear manipulator with an ultrasonic cutter (see
figure 4.20). This test required one human operator to hold the wipe from
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................... 4.3. Finding automated system to dispense the wet wipes

the other side to not let the wipe get loose while being cut, this can later
be automated by using vacuum pad grippers (see figure 4.23). The cutting
results (see figure 4.21) were excellent as the ultrasonic cutting blade cut the
’non-woven lint-free’ material of wet wipes very efficiently with precision and
high speed. (Ultrasonic cutting test video recording available in the electronic
attachments 8.2.)

Figure 4.20: Test of ultrasonic cutting of wet wipes at DJK Europe.[56]

Figure 4.21: Wet wipe was cut precisely at a high speed.[56]
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4. Search for optimal automation solution .........................
. The automated wipes dispensing machine will be a single-purpose ma-

chine as there is no available automated solution for cutting and dis-
pensing of wipes, so the author will incorporate different technological
solutions together to design one machine for wipes cutting and dispensing.

4.3.2 First design idea

The author’s idea here (see figure 4.22) is to store the wet wipes roll in an
airtight chamber or compartment with a door on one side so that the roll
can be replaced with a new one when fully used. From here, the wipes will
be pulled forward by vacuum pad grippers (see figure 4.23), at the correct
position, the ultrasonic cutter will move in a linear direction with a linear
manipulator (see figure 3.16) and cut the wipe which will then be picked
up by the robot from the last platform on the wipes machine. The author
proposes to use PLC controls to operate this machine and to connect with
the main linear unit-cobot system and gripper.

Figure 4.22: First design idea for wipes cutting/dispensing machine
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................................... 4.4. Optimal solution

Figure 4.23: Vacuum pad gripper.[9]

4.4 Optimal solution

After comparing and testing of different design ideas, the author decides to
continue with the chosen linear unit-cobot system (see figure 4.7), the chosen
base gripper (see figure 4.13) which will be modified in the next chapter 5
to fix its shortcomings and the chosen automated wipes cutting/dispensing
machine (see figure 4.22).
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Chapter 5

Complete design of automated solution

As discussed in the section 4.4, there are three main components of the
whole automated car body degreasing system - wet wipes cutting/dispensing
machine, linear unit-cobot system and cobot gripper. Continuing with the
initial designs from the previous chapter 4, the author will proceed to make
final designs of these three main components and then the overall automated
degreasing process design.

5.1 Automated wet wipes cutting and dispensing
machine

First redesign is for the airtight chamber/compartment for storing the wet
wipes roll with a door to replace the roll after full use.

Figure 5.1: Inside view of wet wipes roll compartment
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5. Complete design of automated solution .........................
The author proposes to make the top cover as the door which can be opened
to replace the roll. Rest of the redesign (see figure 5.2) remains mostly similar
to the base design (see figure 4.22).

Figure 5.2: Final design for wipes cutting/dispensing machine

5.1.1 Wipes pickup platform for cobot

The author redesigns the platform (see figure 5.3) where the cobot will pick
up the cut wet wipe from. The idea here is to make a gap in the middle of
the platform, so the gripper picks the wipe in such a way that the mid-section
of the wipe is the end-point of the gripper (to be designed in the next section
5.2), the side parts of the wipe will be held by the parallel fingers of the
gripper. There are separate vacuum pad grippers, one pair for pulling forward
the wipe from the wet wipes roll and second pair to move the wipe after cut
to the cobot pickup platform. This design idea will be more understandable
after the design of the modification of the parallel gripper in the next section
5.2.
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.......................... 5.2. Final modification of parallel gripper

Figure 5.3: Final design for wipes cutting/dispensing machine

5.2 Final modification of parallel gripper

As discussed in the previous subsection 5.1.1, the author makes a modification
(see figure 5.4) in the previous parallel gripper design (see figure 4.13).

Figure 5.4: Final design for modified cobot gripper
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5. Complete design of automated solution .........................
As discussed in the subsection 5.1.1, this modified gripper will be suitable
for pushing the wipe in the gap of the platform while the parallel fingers will
grip the wipe and then this soft middle extruded part (can be 3D printed) of
the gripper will act as an applicator for wiping the car body flange as it’s
small enough to wipe the narrow areas of the body flange as well.

Figure 5.5: Modified gripper on the wipe pick up platform of the wipes cut-
ting/dispensing machine.

Figure 5.6: Testing modified gripper’s applicator on the narrow area of car body
flange.
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............................... 5.3. Linear unit-cobot system

5.3 Linear unit-cobot system

Continuing with the chosen design (see figure 4.7) and access to 3D model of
real car, the author tests this design on the actual car body model (see figure
5.7).

Figure 5.7: Final linear unit-cobot system with real car model

The chosen solution fits very well with the actual configuration of the car
body with its carrier. The author will continue to add other components to
this whole setup to show the overall design of the possible implementation.

5.4 Combining all three main components

The chosen design for modified gripper will be used to make two grippers as
there are two cobots (see figure 5.8). First these grippers are connected to
the linear unit-cobot system.
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5. Complete design of automated solution .........................

Figure 5.8: 2 modified grippers connected to the end-of-arm ports of 2 cobots

Figure 5.9: Full optimal solution final design

One important thing to mention here is the angle of the wipes cutting/dispensing
station with the Assembly line (and linear units-cobot system) has to be 15
degrees (see figure 1.3).
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................. 5.5. Description of final automated degreasing/wiping process

Figure 5.10: 15 degrees angle between wipes cutting/dispensing station and the
Assembly line.

5.5 Description of final automated
degreasing/wiping process

We can divide the complete automated process into following sub-processes:..1. Wipes/cutting and dispensing: the wet wipes roll is loaded into
the roll compartment (see figure 5.1) with the end of the wipes fitted
onto the first vacuum pad grippers. When the car body carrier crosses
the reference point on the Assembly line, sending signal to the wipes
machine, the first pair of vacuum pad grippers pull forward the wipe,
then the linear manipulator (servo-driven, PLC controlled) moves the
ultrasonic cutter in linear direction cutting the wipe with the cutting
blade (see figure 4.20). The next pair of vacuum pad grippers (see figure
4.23) pull the wipe forward after cut to the platform for wipes picking
by cobots...2. Wipes pick up by cobots: linear units-cobot system in its home
position is stationed above the wipes cutting/dispensing station. When
the cut wipe comes to the pickup platform (see figure 5.3), the cobots
extend the arms, then use the modified parallel grippers (see figure 5.4)
to push the cut wipe into the gap of the platform while the parallel
fingers grip the sides of the wet wipe, this is done by both cobots one
after the other.
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5. Complete design of automated solution ...........................3. Placing the cobots over the car body flange: the 1st linear unit’s
’slide’ (see figure 3.8) follows the car body on the Assembly line in motion,
at the designated point on the line, the 2nd linear unit moves towards
the front of the car body carrying the 2 cobots placing them over the
programmed position over the car body flange (see figure 5.7)...4. Front windshield degreasing/wiping application: the cobots ex-
tend their arms, the 1st cobot wipes the first half of the body flange
from right side while the 2nd cobot wipes the second half of the body
flange from the left side. The starting points for both cobots are in the
middle, but one cobot starts from the midpoint of upper body flange
while the other one starts from the midpoint of the bottom body flange,
this is to avoid any collision between the grippers (see figure 6.1). So,
both cobots do the wiping application either clockwise or anti-clockwise
(depending on the programming) starting from the midpoints returning
to the other midpoints (see figure 6.2 and 6.3)...5. Cobots moving to back window body flange: after the wiping
application is finished on the front windshield body flange, the cobots
contract their arms, then the 2nd linear unit moves away from the car
body. After this, the 1st linear unit moves to the back of the car body
(position determined by the length of the car body), the 2nd linear unit
then moves towards the back of the car body bringing the 2 cobots over
the back window body flange...6. Back window degreasing/wiping application: this application is
same as for the front, only difference being the size of area for degreas-
ing/wiping. Again, the 2 cobots start from the midpoints of the upper
and lower body flange and do the wiping/degreasing application either
clockwise or anti-clockwise (depending on the programming), returning
to the other midpoints...7. End of wiping/degreasing application: After the wiping/degreasing
is done for the back window, the 2nd linear unit moves away from the
car body, the the cobots release the used wet wipes into another box
stationed nearby on the Assembly line. Then the 1st linear unit returns
to the home position, stationed over the wipes cutting/dispensing station,
ready for the wiping/degreasing application of the next car.

The degreasing/wiping application will be better explained in the next chapter
6 along with a simulation done by the author (see figure 6.1).
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Chapter 6

Simulation and programming

Having finished the final designs of the main components and the design of
the automated process, the author proceeds to simulate two most important
processes in this solution - the linear units-cobot system following the car
body carrier and the actual wiping/degreasing application.

6.1 Simulation software

As discussed in the subsection of Programming in the section 3.3.2, simulation
softwares are essential for the study of multiple scenarios of a robot work
cell to predict the mistakes that are frequently made when designing a work
cell ahead of time and for offline programming robots outside the production
environment, thus, eliminating production downtime caused by shop-floor
programming.[39]

The author decides to use RoboDK, which is one of the most commonly
used robot simulation and offline programming softwares available in the
industries. One of the biggest advantages of using RoboDK is its vast library
of supported robots and cobots.

There are 5 steps to simulate and program any robot in RoboDK:..1. Selection of robot: here the user select the desired robot the vast
collection robots and cobots from many manufacturers. Also, the user
can add external axes such as 1, 2 or 3 axis turntables and linear rails.[39]
The author chooses Hanwha manufacturer’s medium-length arm cobot
HCR 5A[13] and 2 external axes...2. Defining tool: here the user loads a 3D model of the desired tool and
convert it to a robot tool by drag and dropping it to the robot. The
user also can manually enter the tool coordinates (TCP) as see in robot
controller.[39]..3. Loading 3D model of the part: here the user loads the 3D model of
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6. Simulation and programming..............................
the part to be used and place it in a reference frame also known as the
robot coordinate system.[39] The author uses the 3D model of the car
body...4. Simulating toolpath: here the user creates the paths for the robot,
tool, external axes (if used) and the part to be used. The author creates
the path for the Hanwha cobot, selected tool, 2 external axes and the
car body 3D model...5. Generating programs: here the user generates programs for the robot
controller.[39] The author will later generate programs for the cobots
and the 2 external axes.

6.2 Simulation of the degreasing/wiping
application

Continuing with the final design solution (see figure 5.7), the author simulates
the action of the 2 cobots hanging from the 2nd linear unit over the front
body flange. (Simulation video available in the electronic attachments 8.2.)

Figure 6.1: 2 cobots starting wiping application from the midpoints of the upper
and lower body flange, simulation in RoboDK.

As seen in the simulation video (see figure 6.1), the 2 cobots start wip-
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..................... 6.2. Simulation of the degreasing/wiping application

ing/degreasing application from the midpoints of the upper and lower sections
of the body flange and then going in clockwise direction around the body
flange (see figures 6.2 and 6.3).

Figure 6.2: @ cobots wiping the body flange in clockwise direction, simulation
in RoboDK.

Figure 6.3: Top view of 2 cobots finishing wiping/degreasing application, simu-
lation in RoboDK.

As per the simulation results, the author finalises to use 2 cobots in the same
manner as displayed in the simulation, using midpoints of the upper and
lower sections of the body flange as starting and ending positions which will
make the overall wiping/degreasing process faster and more efficient as no
single point on the body flange surface will be missed by the cobots.
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6. Simulation and programming..............................
6.3 Simulation of the linear units-cobot system

Now, the author will simulate the moving of the 2-axis linear units along
with the cobots with the car body and car body carrier, all in motion as on
Assembly line and also, wiping/degreasing application on the actual body
flange of the 3D model of car body.(Simulation video available in the electronic
attachments 8.2.)

Figure 6.4: Side view of home position of the linear units-cobots system waiting
for car body, simulation in RoboDK.

Figure 6.5: Front view of 2nd linear unit moving towards the car body, simulation
in RoboDK.
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....................... 6.3. Simulation of the linear units-cobot system

Figure 6.6: Cobots’ wiping/degreasing application starting from the midpoints
of the upper and lower sections of the body flange, simulation in RoboDK.

Figure 6.7: Cobots wiping/degreasing the opposite corners of the body flange
in clockwise direction, simulation in RoboDK.
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6. Simulation and programming..............................

Figure 6.8: Half of degreasing/wiping of body flange is finished, simulation in
RoboDK.

Figure 6.9: Degreasing/wiping of body flange by the 2 cobots is finished,
simulation in RoboDK.

After the degreasing/wiping application is done for the front windshield body
flange, the 2 cobots contract their arms while the 2nd linear unit moves away
from the car body which then leads the 1st linear unit to go to the back of the
car body where the same steps are repeated from the 2nd linear unit moving
to the back of the car body leading to the 2 cobots extending their arms and
doing the wiping/degreasing application on the back window body flange.
After this, the whole setup returns back to the home position for the next
car where the new wipes will be picked up from the wipes cutting/dispensing
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machine.

. Due to the wipes cutting/dispensing machine being a whole new single-
purpose machine to be built in real, the simulation of cutting and
dispensing wipes could not be done by RoboDK. Also, due to unavail-
ability of the back window body flange 3D model, the author couldn’t
do simulation of degreasing/wiping application of the back window body
flange.

6.4 Programming

From the simulation in RoboDK, the author was able to generate program
code. (RoboDK station file (simulation file) and program codes can be found
in the electronic attachments 8.)

Since the main program is divided into subprograms, the generated programs
are also in multiple files. (Program code files can be found in the electronic
attachments 8 or by clicking on the icon in the figure descriptions (only for
electronic version).)..1. The whole program is executed by the ’Cely-program’ file (see figure ).

This program starts the movement of the car body, when the movement
of the car body is executed, this program creates 2 threads which execute
other 2 programs - ’8-osa’ and ’7-osa’.

Figure 6.10: Main program named as Cely-program generated by RoboDK...2. ’8-osa’ program is related to the movement of the longer linear unit
denoted as 1st linear unit in the pictures before. This linear unit is
responsible for following the movement of car body carrier.
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void Cely_program(){

// *** WARNING: Invalid license or undefined post processor to generate code for Car_move***
// *** The following program will not work on the Car_move controller ***
// *** For more information:  http://www.robodk.com/help.php#PostProcessor  ***

// Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for Car_move on 16/12/2021 11:53:51
// Using nominal kinematics.
DO(10) = 0;
MoveJ(Pose(-0.000000, 20.000000, -0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -90.000000));
8-osa
7-osa
DI(10) = 1;
MoveJ(Pose(0.000000, -1900.000000, 200.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -90.000000));
MoveJ(Pose(-0.000000, 1000.000000, 200.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -90.000000));
return;
}




6. Simulation and programming..............................

Figure 6.11: Program named as 8-osa for 1st linear unit’s movement generated
by RoboDK...3. ’7-osa’ program is related to the movement of the shorter linear unit

denoted as 2nd linear unit in the pictures before, this linear unit carries
the 2 cobots. This program also creates 2 threads which execute 2
programs - HCR5-1 and HCR5-2.

Figure 6.12: Program named as 7-osa for 2nd linear unit’s movement generated
by RoboDK...4. HCR5-1 and HCR5-2 programs contain the actual programs related to

the movements of the 2 cobots. These programs can be loaded into the
robot controller and run. These programs can be modified for other car
models as well. The other programs mentioned above can be substituted
by the PLC controls in the real application.
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void 8osa(){

// *** WARNING: Invalid license or undefined post processor to generate code for 8-osa***
// *** The following program will not work on the 8-osa controller ***
// *** For more information:  http://www.robodk.com/help.php#PostProcessor  ***

// Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for 8-osa on 16/12/2021 12:02:23
// Using nominal kinematics.
Set_ToolFrame(Pose(350.000000, 60.000000, 130.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000));
MoveJ(Pose(4350.000000, 60.000000, 130.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -0.000000));
DO(10) = 1;
MoveJ(Joints(2950.000000));
7-od = 1;
7-od = 0;
MoveJ(Pose(4350.000000, 60.000000, 130.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, -0.000000));
return;
}



void 7osa(){

// *** WARNING: Invalid license or undefined post processor to generate code for 7-osa***
// *** The following program will not work on the 7-osa controller ***
// *** For more information:  http://www.robodk.com/help.php#PostProcessor  ***

// Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for 7-osa on 16/12/2021 12:02:23
// Using nominal kinematics.
Set_ToolFrame(Pose(2450.000000, 50.000000, 10.000000, 180.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000));
MoveJ(Pose(2191.000000, 50.000000, 10.000000, 180.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000));
HCR-5_1-Done = 0;
HCR-5_2-Done = 0;
HCR-5_1
HCR-5_2
HCR-5_1-Done = 1;
HCR-5_2-Done = 1;
MoveJ(Pose(450.000000, 50.000000, 10.000000, 180.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000));
7-od = 1;
return;
}




.................................... 6.4. Programming

Figure 6.13: Program named as HCR5-1 for 1st cobot’s movement generated
by RoboDK. 81


// -----------------------
// Program HCR5_1
function HCR5_1(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for HCR-5_1 on 16/12/2021 12:02:23');
    console.log('Message: ', 'Using nominal kinematics.');
    setToolCenterPoint({x: 0.000, y: 0.000, z: 153.000, rx: -0.000, ry: 0.000, rz: -0.000});
    // setPayload(0.5, {x:0, y:0, z:150}); // sample 0.5kg, CoG is (0,0,150)
    setGeneralDigitalOutput(HCR-5_1-Fold1m1, 0);
    Path1()
    Path2()
    Path3()
    Path4()
    moveJoint([118.479000, 9.050780, -133.430000, 51.824700, 97.819400, -207.066000], 500.0, 800.0);
    setGeneralDigitalOutput(HCR-5_1-Fold1m1, 1);
    moveJoint([0.000000, 0.000000, -150.000000, 70.000000, 90.000000, -0.000000], 500.0, 800.0);
    setGeneralDigitalOutput(HCR-5_1-Done, 1);
}
// End of program HCR5_1


// -----------------------
// Program Path1
function Path1(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe1');
    moveJoint([8.421960, 11.536400, -139.889000, 42.503000, 71.674000, -99.298700], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -336.000, y: -328.750, z: 636.140, rx: 18.734, ry: -1.255, rz: -180.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -180.335, y: -333.530, z: 638.120, rx: 18.752, ry: -1.256, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -25.403, y: -348.280, z: 644.220, rx: 18.668, ry: -3.871, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -20.629, y: -350.580, z: 643.930, rx: 18.544, ry: -5.265, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -15.883, y: -352.870, z: 643.640, rx: 18.488, ry: -5.346, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -13.904, y: -353.140, z: 643.760, rx: 18.466, ry: -5.405, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path1


// -----------------------
// Program Path2
function Path2(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe1');
    moveJoint([63.061000, -21.866300, -137.839000, 88.887500, 87.289900, -161.374000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 29.650, y: -363.120, z: 645.120, rx: 18.411, ry: -6.116, rz: -164.475}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 32.556, y: -362.450, z: 645.670, rx: 18.425, ry: -6.168, rz: -164.535}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 32.896, y: -361.350, z: 646.070, rx: 18.468, ry: -6.248, rz: 174.053}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 97.349, y: -370.200, z: 651.300, rx: 18.495, ry: -6.893, rz: 177.397}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 111.941, y: -371.200, z: 653.010, rx: 18.473, ry: -7.591, rz: -171.868}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 144.859, y: -366.470, z: 659.510, rx: 18.683, ry: -8.084, rz: 160.059}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 156.977, y: -371.260, z: 659.770, rx: 18.692, ry: -8.599, rz: 160.059}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path2


// -----------------------
// Program Path3
function Path3(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe1');
    moveJoint([98.847100, -13.073800, -130.023000, 70.812100, 101.914000, -188.533000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 203.018, y: -322.080, z: 684.520, rx: 19.398, ry: -8.992, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 214.432, y: -302.760, z: 693.750, rx: 20.077, ry: -9.581, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 214.416, y: -302.840, z: 693.820, rx: 21.728, ry: -10.140, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 250.879, y: -192.050, z: 745.050, rx: 21.639, ry: -10.429, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 276.815, y: -74.970, z: 803.490, rx: 24.105, ry: -11.588, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 311.590, y: 116.520, z: 909.900, rx: 26.839, ry: -13.260, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 316.175, y: 173.450, z: 942.710, rx: 28.863, ry: -13.903, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 311.219, y: 225.890, z: 971.120, rx: 29.608, ry: -14.120, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 311.492, y: 229.060, z: 973.030, rx: 29.936, ry: -14.118, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 320.632, y: 253.380, z: 989.910, rx: 30.099, ry: -14.435, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 304.281, y: 265.350, z: 991.980, rx: 30.415, ry: -13.939, rz: -180.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 295.258, y: 316.410, z: 1019.560, rx: 30.415, ry: -13.939, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path3


// -----------------------
// Program Path4
function Path4(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe1');
    moveJoint([214.915000, -30.315700, -52.045700, -37.062700, 106.066000, -342.804000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 256.946, y: 315.550, z: 1008.610, rx: 30.032, ry: -12.967, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 251.059, y: 317.560, z: 1008.180, rx: 30.032, ry: -12.967, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 250.562, y: 317.770, z: 1008.170, rx: 30.032, ry: -12.967, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 250.553, y: 317.780, z: 1008.170, rx: 30.032, ry: -12.967, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 163.596, y: 352.610, z: 1006.990, rx: 30.096, ry: -11.199, rz: 150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 110.263, y: 381.250, z: 1012.510, rx: 30.542, ry: -9.183, rz: 170.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 22.192, y: 406.880, z: 1011.610, rx: 30.208, ry: -7.585, rz: 170.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -66.815, y: 427.170, z: 1011.180, rx: 29.925, ry: -5.328, rz: 170.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -200.264, y: 446.540, z: 1011.080, rx: 30.260, ry: -2.495, rz: -170.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -336.000, y: 452.890, z: 1010.790, rx: 29.645, ry: 0.349, rz: -150.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -336.305, y: 477.620, z: 967.330, rx: 29.645, ry: 0.349, rz: -150.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path4
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Figure 6.14: Program named as HCR5-2 for 2nd cobot’s movement generated
by RoboDK.
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// -----------------------
// Program HCR5_2
function HCR5_2(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Program generated by RoboDK v5.3.2 for HCR-5_2 on 16/12/2021 12:02:25');
    console.log('Message: ', 'Using nominal kinematics.');
    setToolCenterPoint({x: 0.000, y: 0.000, z: 153.000, rx: -0.000, ry: 0.000, rz: -0.000});
    // setPayload(0.5, {x:0, y:0, z:150}); // sample 0.5kg, CoG is (0,0,150)
    Path5()
    Path6()
    Path7()
    Path8()
    // wait(getGeneralDigitalInput(0) == 1);
    moveJoint([0.000000, 0.000000, -150.000000, 70.000000, 90.000000, 0.000000], 500.0, 800.0);
    setGeneralDigitalOutput(HCR-5_2-Done, 1);
}
// End of program HCR5_2


// -----------------------
// Program Path5
function Path5(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe2');
    moveJoint([-131.665000, -32.211200, -25.978200, -53.915200, 110.770000, 38.039500], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 334.000, y: 452.850, z: 1010.850, rx: 29.922, ry: 1.777, rz: -180.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 198.602, y: 446.610, z: 1011.020, rx: 30.002, ry: 4.618, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 65.146, y: 427.210, z: 1011.210, rx: 30.070, ry: 7.965, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -99.788, y: 385.250, z: 1012.320, rx: 30.321, ry: 11.078, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -192.700, y: 352.720, z: 1013.480, rx: 30.305, ry: 12.257, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -284.367, y: 313.150, z: 1014.490, rx: 30.415, ry: 13.939, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path5


// -----------------------
// Program Path6
function Path6(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe2');
    moveJoint([-67.833500, -30.794900, -47.509500, -44.757100, 92.931700, -19.076900], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -306.250, y: 265.300, z: 992.090, rx: 30.104, ry: 14.651, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -316.004, y: 263.190, z: 993.720, rx: 30.104, ry: 14.651, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -322.622, y: 253.360, z: 989.940, rx: 30.104, ry: 14.651, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -322.628, y: 253.390, z: 989.930, rx: 29.770, ry: 14.509, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -313.481, y: 229.060, z: 973.080, rx: 29.435, ry: 14.368, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -313.215, y: 225.900, z: 971.150, rx: 29.103, ry: 14.225, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -318.174, y: 173.460, z: 942.720, rx: 28.437, ry: 13.939, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -313.609, y: 116.570, z: 909.830, rx: 26.586, ry: 12.772, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -278.830, y: -74.930, z: 803.430, rx: 23.760, ry: 11.174, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -252.873, y: -192.080, z: 745.070, rx: 22.446, ry: 10.602, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -216.422, y: -302.760, z: 693.810, rx: 19.604, ry: 9.920, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -216.427, y: -302.740, z: 693.790, rx: 19.282, ry: 9.766, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -205.001, y: -322.100, z: 684.630, rx: 18.960, ry: 9.612, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -169.547, y: -351.000, z: 668.360, rx: 18.530, ry: 8.856, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path6


// -----------------------
// Program Path7
function Path7(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe2');
    moveJoint([23.178600, -6.331630, -137.968000, 53.540600, 68.885100, -111.538000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -151.924, y: -362.800, z: 661.440, rx: 19.069, ry: 8.029, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -111.838, y: -366.480, z: 654.210, rx: 18.939, ry: 7.612, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -100.025, y: -365.470, z: 652.900, rx: 18.872, ry: 6.931, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -36.441, y: -356.730, z: 647.770, rx: 18.586, ry: 6.216, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -30.580, y: -358.070, z: 646.650, rx: 18.562, ry: 6.130, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -27.658, y: -358.740, z: 646.060, rx: 18.733, ry: 6.154, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: -25.684, y: -358.450, z: 645.940, rx: 18.733, ry: 6.154, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path7


// -----------------------
// Program Path8
function Path8(){
    console.log('Message: ', 'Show RE_wipe2');
    moveJoint([45.872500, -26.320000, -142.808000, 89.144000, 72.910500, -136.467000], 500.0, 800.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 13.883, y: -352.840, z: 643.560, rx: 19.001, ry: 5.589, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 18.629, y: -350.550, z: 643.850, rx: 19.043, ry: 5.500, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 23.403, y: -348.260, z: 644.170, rx: 18.941, ry: 3.892, rz: -180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 178.335, y: -333.530, z: 638.090, rx: 18.903, ry: 1.260, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 334.000, y: -328.730, z: 636.090, rx: 19.028, ry: 1.263, rz: 180.000}, 300.0, 1000.0);
    moveLinear('tcp', {x: 332.898, y: -312.430, z: 588.840, rx: 19.028, ry: 1.263, rz: 180.000}, 1000.0, 1000.0);
}
// End of program Path8






.................................... 6.4. Programming

As the programming for the linear units and cobots’ movements is done,
the remaining programming is left for the gripper, wipes cutting/dispensing
machine and the connection with the main control communications system
used at TMMCZ...1. Regarding gripper, programming depends on the manufacturer of the

gripper (such as Robotiq, OnRobot, DH Robotics) and manufacturer
of the cobot (such as Hanwha, Kuka, Doosan, FANUC). As the author
used Hanwha cobots, the gripper can be programmed by the software
provided by Hanwha called RODi.[12] The gripper file (in the format
.asar) is added for the chosen gripper manufacturer and can then be
configured and programmed along with the cobot.

Figure 6.15: Menu for adding gripper configuration file in RODi software.[12]..2. The programming and control of the wipes cutting/dispensing machine
is proposed by the author to be done using PLC (Programmable Logic
Controller) controls and HMI (Human Machine Interface) to connect
with the 1st linear unit and the cobots so cut wipes only when required
by the cobots.
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Figure 6.16: PLC and HMI from Omron manufacturer.[27]..3. The central control communications system used at TMMCZ is TOY-
OPUC PC10 series[60]. So, the 1st linear unit, cobots and the wipes
cutting/dispensing machine should be connected to this central system
to avoid any collision or body damage in case of sudden line stop or
human interference. Also, this central system connection can be used
to identify car model when degreasing/wiping different car models. The
2nd linear unit doesn’t need to be connected to this central system as it
relies on 1st linear unit’s movement to move itself.

Figure 6.17: TOYOPUC PC10 series programmable controller.[45]
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In the course of this work, the author was able to design the main equipment
as well as a complete process for the automation of the given process of
manual degreasing/wiping of the car body flange. The author was also able
to simulate the important automated processes to verify the feasibility of the
whole solution proposed. So, the objectives of this thesis were achieved by
the author.

The author was also able to study and understand the concepts of industrial
automation technologies and their benefits which will prove very useful to
the author’s current job as Automation engineer at TMMCZ Kolin for future
projects.

This thesis can serve as the base study to be given to TMMCZ’s automation
technology partners to be further expanded to implement this solution in
real-life application which will reduce the potential health and safety risks the
operators are currently facing in the degreasing process while also improving
the overall quality of the process as all car bodies will be consistently degreased
without any factor of potential human error. The designs proposed by
this thesis can serve as the base designs for real equipment to be made by
automation development companies. Furthermore, the study can be expanded
for different car models by adding more programs for the cobots for each car
model’s body flange.

This project can also be a substantial inspiration in bringing Industry 4.0 to
TMMCZ Kolin meaning opening doors for possibilities of implementing such
automation technologies in more processes to increase efficiency and quality
of the products in the end.
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Chapter 8

List of Electronic Attachments

8.1 Design files

The following .step files can be opened by any 3D viewer or editor applications...1. 1st idea.step..2. 2nd idea.step..3. Single-axis linear unit with cobot hanging down.step..4. Single-axis linear unit with cobot standing above.step..5. 2-sided single-axis linear units with cobots.step..6. 2-axis linear units and 2 cobots with real car body carrier.step..7. Cobot gripper with nozzles for liquid alcohol and comp air.step..8. 2-finger gripper with nozzle for liq alcohol.step..9. DH Robotics parallel gripper 3D model with foam middle piece.step...10. DH Robotics parallel gripper with foam blocks on fingers.step...11. First design idea for wipes cutting/dispensing machine.step...12. Final design for wipes cutting/dispensing machine.step...13. Final design for modified cobot gripper.step...14. Final linear unit-cobot system with real car model.step...15. Full optimal solution final design.step
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8. List of Electronic Attachments .............................
8.2 Video files..1. 1st-Test-HennLich.mp4..2. 2nd-Test-HennLich.mp4..3. Ultrasonic-cutting-test-DJK.mp4..4. Wiping-application-cobots.mp4..5. Front-view-of-full-system-simulation.mp4..6. Normal-view-of-full-system-simulation.mp4..7. Side-view-of-full-system-simulation.mp4..8. Top-view-of-full-system-simulation.mp4

8.3 Simulation files..1. Station-cobot-linear-unit-car-body.rdk (to be opened in RoboDK software
only)

8.4 Program files..1. Cely-program.txt..2. 8-osa.txt..3. 7-osa.txt..4. HCR5-1.js..5. HCR5-2.js
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